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ABSTRACT 

This thesis explores natural resource development at the local level from the perspective 
of resource peripheries in the United States. Using three case studies—two in Montana and 
one in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan—this study combines qualitative mixed-methods 
with on-the-ground experience to explore the dynamics of the costs and benefits of 
extractive industries in the context of short-duration, high-impact underground mines. 
Research questions focused on the specific concerns and priorities in each place and the 
novel tools communities are using to address both short-term impacts and long-term 
economic development. The methodology relied on in-person, semi-structured interviews 
with key stakeholders, participant observation, and document and policy analysis.  Results 
reveal that rural places share similar concerns tied to these projects, although multiple 
stakeholder groups often have divergent ideas and priorities. Non-regulatory agreements 
show promise as a tool for stakeholder groups to navigate the balancing act of mining 
projects, but the initiatives found in these agreements are often affected by classic 
dilemmas facing resource peripheries as well as individual places’ institutional and 
regulatory context. Findings also suggest that communities are granted a limited window 
of opportunity to maximize their negotiating power in the social license to operate process. 
Ultimately, non-regulatory agreements should be tailored to fill regulatory gaps and, in the 
best cases, are able to focus on delivering lasting economic benefits from short-term mining 
developments. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Project Context 

In the summer of 2019, about 200 people gathered at the high school gymnasium in 

White Sulphur Springs, a small town in central Montana, to discuss the future of their 

community. A panel of invited experts addressed the assembled community members. 

Not academic or policy experts, the speakers were residents of peer communities that 

travelled from as far away as the Upper Peninsula of Michigan to share their thoughts on 

mining and how it can affect rural places. White Sulphur Springs has been slowly losing 

population for the last five decades and average earnings per job is just over $35,000, 

among the lowest in the state (U.S. Department of Commerce (2019, 2020)). Now, the 

community is facing the prospect of hosting the Black Butte Copper Project—a large-

scale underground copper mine that is projected to employ nearly 250 people and bring a 

much-needed economic boost to the area. The mine developer, Sandfire Resources 

America, touts a host of variables—including a state-of the-art mine design, unique 

geological setting, a commitment to hire local, and a significant increase to the local tax 

base—that all make the project a no brainer for the community. The company also touts 

their plan to build a short-duration, high-impact (SDHI) underground mine—a novel 

form of development in the mining industry—as a win for the community.  

So what could go wrong? And why do the residents of White Sulphur Springs 

care enough to show up to a town hall to hear lessons learned from other mining 

communities? These questions arise from a fundamental, overarching concern: does 

natural resource development create sustainable rural community development? All 
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parties—residents, elected officials, and conservationists alike—hope that it will, but if 

sustainable local development through mining were a sure thing, gatherings like the town 

hall in White Sulphur would be unnecessary. 

Scholarly research on the local impacts of mining is both long-standing and 

evolving. While there is consensus on some important issues and considerations for 

communities grappling with development proposals, there are also many unanswered 

questions, including those presented by the continued evolution of mining technologies 

and the policy and economic environment in which they are deployed. This master’s 

thesis grew out of a dual desire to engage novel questions in the academic literature while 

at the same time helping a community address them in real time. Even with the depth and 

breadth of the academic debate on the subject, the reality is that there is no perfect 

blueprint a community like White Sulphur Springs can follow. This project was designed 

to help identify best practices and lessons learned at the local level, while also 

contributing to the larger academic conversation. 

 This chapter starts with a discussion of the literature on resource peripheries and 

rural mining communities. Following this, the chapter includes more details on the 

development and details of this research project—including an in-depth description of 

case studies used, the institutional and regulatory environment surrounding these places, 

and finally, the approach and changes to the project over time.  

Literature Review: Resource Peripheries and 
Mining Communities  

Resource peripheries—regions that rely heavily on natural resource extraction to 

sustain their economies—classically struggle to recognize lasting economic benefits from 
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extractive industries. On its face, this is counterintuitive given the tremendous value that 

natural resources have as the base for economic activity. However, the tendency for 

wealth to concentrate in core regions based on extraction of labor and resources from 

peripheries is a longstanding phenomenon of the economic geography of global 

capitalism (Wallerstein, 2004). The concept of the resource curse (Auty, 1993) suggests 

that social and economic performance declines as economic dependence on natural 

resource exports increases (Sachs and Warner (1995, 1999, 2001)). However, the 

existence and extent of the resource curse is variable and largely depends on context (see 

Stevens, 2006; Wick and Bulte, 2009; Ross, 2015; Badeeb, Lean, and Clark, 2017). 

Debate persists about the scales at which the resource curse concept accurately applies, 

with econometric studies showing varied results at subnational scales (Papyrakis and 

Gerlagh, 2007; James and Aadland, 2011).  

These debates notwithstanding, the economic challenges facing small mining-

dependent communities, even in high income countries, are well-documented. Extractive 

industrial developments can create short-term economic benefits—high-paying jobs, 

increases in tax revenue, potential investments in infrastructure—but long-term benefits 

are not guaranteed. Complicating this task, mining communities are at risk of becoming 

‘economically addicted’ to a single industry or development resulting in over adaptation, 

wage pressure, and even social resistance to planning for post-mining futures 

(Freudenberg, 1992; Smith, 2019; Smith, 2020). Indeed, scholars agree that success in 

economic development through primary industries depends on institutional quality, 

avoiding inefficient distribution of public revenues, and investing locally to create 
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opportunities for long-term economic diversification (Mehlum, Moene, and Torvik, 2006; 

Robinson, Torvik, and Verdier, 2006; Gunton, 2003; Markey, Halseth, and Manson, 

2008). In locales where mineral mining dominates the economy, this means communities 

must prepare for the eventual withdrawal of the industry through durable public 

investments that outlast the project and through concerted strategies to replace of lost 

jobs and revenue (Haggerty et al., 2018a; Jacquet, 2014). 

A small body of scholarship suggests that institutional and regulatory landscapes 

are at best mixed when it comes to the ability for resource peripheries to leverage mining 

projects for long-term development—even in high income countries like the United 

States. In most cases, social and economic impact mitigation is a stipulation of acquiring 

the necessary permits to build and operate a mine, but, to the extent that they actually 

function as intended, these strategies only mitigate impacts and do not address long-term 

economic development (Haggerty and McBride, 2016). Communities encounter uneven 

regulatory support needed to manage impacts and guide long-term investment strategies 

(Ryser et al., 2016; Haggerty and Haggerty, 2015). State and federal fiscal policies have 

increasingly decoupled resource peripheries from the regional economy and natural assets 

in fundamental ways: taxation and expenditure limits erode revenue and constrain the 

ability of local governments to manage volatile revenue, often requiring resource revenue 

is used to substitute for other taxes (Haggerty et al, 2018b), and tax incentives for 

extractive industries results in delay and loss of revenue necessary to mitigate impacts 

and make investments in resource communities. In the last three decades, this decoupling 

has occurred simultaneously alongside the implementation of neoliberal economic 
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policies resulting in labor force restructuring, downward pressure on commodity prices, 

and erosion of support for local infrastructure and services from higher levels of 

government (Hayter, 2003; Szelenyi, Reill, and Berend 2011; Halseth, 2017; Schick, 

Davis, and Younes, 2020). Even in the best of cases, when communities may be protected 

from some of the short-term effects of mining developments, support for longer-term 

planning and transition is often absent. In Montana, landmark legislation around hard-

rock mining requires that developers pre-pay for expected impacts to local government 

and infrastructure. In addition, a severance tax levied on mineral production is distributed 

to local jurisdictions with a mandate that a portion be deposited into a long-term savings 

account that can only be accessed during transition and closure of the mining project (The 

Hard-Rock Mining Impact Board, 2008). Even given the unique and comprehensive 

nature of this legislation, communities are left facing difficult long-term decisions around 

how to invest in the local economy. 

Social License to Operate. Given this context, local actors and governments 

appear to have limited capacity to influence the long-term economic outcomes of mining 

projects in their communities. However, there is one moment in and feature of the mining 

development life cycle when local actors potentially have leverage to maximize 

economic benefits for local residents. 
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Figure 1. Life cycle of a mining development (adapted from the Government of 
Canada’s “Environmental Code of Practice for Metal Mines”). These phases are 
variable; mining operations often halt and resume depending on commodity prices 
and remediation and reclamation is uncertain.  
 

Mining companies increasingly depend on a ‘social license to operate’ (SLO), or 

broad local approval and acceptance of industrial projects (Thomson and Boutilier, 

2011). The SLO mandate creates a window of opportunity for mining communities 

during the planning and construction phase, when mines are subject to various permitting 

requirements that often include public input. This opportunity follows an exploration 

period that often lasts decades, if not longer. From an industry perspective, the significant 

time and money investment into a project before operations commence make it 
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imperative to secure a SLO. Failure to acquire a SLO often results in significant delays 

and pressure on revenue targets and project timetables (Lacey, Parsons, and Moffat 2012; 

Davis and Franks, 2011).  Research suggests that local communities have real power over 

the permitting and development of a project (Boutilier, 2014), potentially enabling 

communities to ask for contributions and programs aimed at long-term economic 

development.  

 Non-regulatory agreements (NRAs), negotiated directly by the mining company 

with local communities, provide one mechanism to leverage the social license 

opportunity to protect local interests in the face of industrial development 

(O'Faircheallaigh, 2013). While the specifics of individual agreements—often referred to 

as ‘community benefits agreements’ (CBAs)—vary by location, their purpose is to 

explicate and address opportunities to mitigate local impacts and enhance local benefits. 

In this way, NRAs share the basic framework of the longstanding CBA model for 

mitigating the impacts of redevelopment in urban areas (Gross, LeRoy, and Janis-

Aparicio, 2005). In the context of energy projects, NRAs often include commitments to 

provide high wages, hire local, and support local infrastructure through development 

and/or investment (Salkin and Lavine, 2008; Ryser et al., 2016).  If implemented 

properly, NRAs offer an avenue for stakeholders to address their concerns and to take 

ownership in their collective future while also providing a tool to hold industry 

accountable (Gross, LeRoy, and Janis-Aparicio, 2005). For host communities, the risks of 

NRAs include conflict between disparate stakeholder groups and a potential inability to 

manage the governance and development responsibilities necessary to leverage benefits 
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from the agreements (Bristow, Cowell, Munday, 2012). NRAs tied to mining 

developments have gained traction in the last 30 years—primarily in lower-income 

countries and frequently around indigenous communities and lands (O'Faircheallaigh, 

2013). While there are examples from Canada and Australia (Centre for Social 

Responsibility in Mining, 2011; World Bank, 2010), a literature review in both academic 

and trade publications conducted for this study revealed that NRAs associated with 

mining developments in the United States are scarce. 

Correspondingly, very little is known about whether and how communities facing 

new mining developments utilize NRAs to address the challenges of translating mining 

activity into long-term economic benefits as described above. This study offers an 

exploratory analysis focused on three cases of mining company-community interactions 

in resource peripheries in the United States. The cases involve remote communities 

hosting short-duration, high-impact (SDHI) underground mining projects developed by 

international corporations. For reasons described in more detail in the next section, SDHI 

mines in remote communities present striking cases of the challenges of achieving long-

term economic development through mining, making these cases instructive to the 

broader questions surrounding the role of NRAs in securing local benefits from mining. 

Furthermore, scholarship on these specific types of mining projects is limited or non-

existent, thus this study fills an important gap in academic knowledge about an 

increasingly prevalent form of industrial development.  

As a contribution to understanding the role of NRAs in helping communities in 

resource peripheries navigate impact mitigation and secure economic development as 
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well as the particular dynamics present in hosting SDHI mines, this study pursues the 

following questions: What concerns and priorities are reflected in NRAs between host 

communities and SDHI mines? To what extent have local stakeholders sought to 

capitalize on SDHI mines by negotiating for long-term economic benefits—why or why 

not? 

Project Development 

 The dilemma posed by the development of the Black Butte Copper Project 

(BBCP) is partially representative of challenges typically faced by resource peripheries, 

but it is also highly contingent on the type of development. This project is characterized 

by the relatively short lifespan and a high impact on the local area. In addition, the 

developer of this project is an international mining company operating under a unique set 

of incentives and constraints. While underground mines with these specific physical 

characteristics are rare in high-income countries, they may constitute an emerging 

development pattern. Trends in the mining industry suggest that technological 

advancements, combined with a surge in mineral prices, are resulting in the development 

of harder to reach resources in remote areas of high-income countries (Randolph, 2011; 

Söderholm and Svahn, 2015). In order for rural places to navigate these situations, they 

must rely on novel tools tailored to their specific context. New strategies, such as NRAs, 

are emerging in this space, but the academic literature in this area is sparse. To explore 

these issues, this study set out to identify comparable case studies that share 

characteristics of the BBCP and White Sulphur Springs, Montana. A description of three 

such places follows. 
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Case Study Background 

Three case studies were selected for this research based on the following criteria: 

all have previously hosted, currently host, or anticipate underground, high-grade precious 

metal mines in rural, remote areas in the United States. Additionally, in each location the 

mine has an outsized influence on the local economy, typical of many resource 

peripheries historically dependent on extractive industries (See Table 1). Each mine was 

designed for a relatively short ‘life of operation’, with a range of seven years to twenty-

five years. Despite the original lifespan projections, SDHI mines often exceed this 

timeline due to continued mineral exploration near the initial site. Lastly, the contrasting 

regulatory environment and institutions related to these developments offers a unique 

opportunity for comparison. In Montana—where two of the three sites are located—

comprehensive legislation around hard-rock mines provides for both short-term impact 

mitigation and long-term savings for local communities. In Michigan—which hosts the 

third site—regulation around hard-rock mining is mostly focused on environmental 

protections. Differences in state regulations result in different concerns and priorities 

related to planning at the local level. The following description of each case study area 

focuses on geographic setting, socioeconomic variables, the associated mining 

operations, and the institutional and regulatory space. Taken together, these variables 

establish the contexts for considering how local leaders and residents negotiated to 

address community concerns, including economic development questions. 
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Table 1. Relevant county and mine-related data. Data sources: (1) (U.S. Census Bureau, 
2020). (2) (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2019). (3) (Lundin Mining, (2015, 2016, 2017, 
2018, 2019, 2020)). (4) (Sibanye-Stillwater, 2020b).     
             

County profiles 

 
Marquette County. Marquette County is located in the Upper Peninsula of the 

state of Michigan (see Figure 1). The United States Census Bureau (USCB) classifies 

Marquette County as non-metropolitan (2010) and the United States Department of 

Agriculture’s Economic Research Service (ERS) categorizes the county as economically 

dependent on recreation (2019). The county population in 2019 was approximately 

67,000, or 37.1 people per square mile (USCB, 2019). As of 2018, total employment in 

the county was 35,304 (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2019) with an unemployment rate 

of 4.9% (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019). Employment trends in the county reflect a 

2.8% growth in employment for the period 2000-2018, which is higher than the state of 

Michigan’s 1.9% increase in the same period (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2019). 

 Marquette County Sweet Grass County and 
Stillwater County 

Meagher County 

Current Mine(s) 
Operator 
 

Eagle Mine Sibanye-Stillwater Sandfire Resources 
America 

Mine(s) 
type/Commodity 
 

Underground 
longhole open 
stoping, nickel-copper 

Underground stoping, 
platinum-palladium 

Copper 

County type – ERS 
Categories and 
OMB Designations 
 

Non-metro, dependent 
on recreation 

SG: non-metro, dependent on 
mining and recreation 
SW: non-metro, dependent on 
mining 

Non-metro, dependent on 
recreation 

County Population 67,000 SG: 3,700 
SW: 9,600 

1,800 

Yrs. of Operation 7 SW: 35 
EB: 19 

14 (projected) 

Total County 
Employment 

26,651 SG: 2,757 
SW: 5,383 

1,144 

Mining Company 
Employee Count 

Over 400 1759 (including associated 
facility) 

235 (projected) 

Value of Extraction 
(gross) 

<$1.3 billion (to date) ~$1.4 billion in FY2019 ~$3 billion (projected) 
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County financial statements for fiscal year 2019 show that the total county budget is 

$58,881,71, or $879 per capita, and intergovernmental revenue is $2,775,875 (County of 

Marquette, Michigan, 2019).  

 

Figure 1. Map of Marquette County, MI, including the Eagle Mine, nearby communities, 
and rivers potentially affected by mining operations. Data sources: (1) State of Michigan 
GIS Clearinghouse (2) ESRI. 

 

Marquette County currently hosts an underground copper-nickel mine owned by a 

subsidiary of Lundin Mining called Eagle Mine, LLC. Lundin Mining is a publicly traded 

international mining company headquartered in Canada with operations in Brazil, Chile, 
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Portugal, Sweden, and the United States. Eagle Mine is the only primary nickel mine in 

the United States and utilizes a ‘longhole open stoping’ mining method to extract the ore. 

Eagle has been in operation since 2014, with an expected end of mine life in 2025 (Eagle 

Mine, 2018). In the early stages of mining operations, there were approximately 200 

employees. That number grew to 400 as of late 2019. To date, Eagle Mine has generated 

over 1.3 billion dollars in revenue and over 541 million dollars in profit (Lundin Mining, 

2014, 2015, 2016, 2017a, 2018, 2019, 2020). 

  
Stillwater and Sweet Grass County. Sweet Grass County and Stillwater County 

are located in southwestern Montana (see Figure 2). These two counties were combined 

to represent one case study due to the geographical proximity—about 13.5 miles—of two 

large-scale underground mines. While these two mines lie in different jurisdictions, they 

are owned and operated by a single company. The USCB categorizes both counties as 

non-metro (2010) and the ERS reports that both are economically dependent on mining, 

meaning that at least 13 percent of their average annual labor earnings or at least 8 

percent of their total employment derives from the mining industry. The ERS also 

classifies Sweet Grass County as economically dependent on recreation (2019). 

Approximately 3,700 people live in Sweet Grass County, or 2.0 people per square mile, 

and over 9,600 people live in Stillwater County, which equates to 5.1 people per square 

mile. (USCB, 2019). As of 2018, total employment was 5,383 in Stillwater County and 

2,757 in Sweet Grass County. Employment trends from 2000-2018 show a 10.4% and 

28.3% increase in total employment for Stillwater and Sweet Grass counties, 

respectively. That compares with a 24% increase for the State of Montana over the same 
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timeframe (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2019). In 2018, Stillwater County had an 

unemployment rate of 3.3%, while Sweet Grass County reported an unemployment rate 

of 3.0% (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019). County financial statements for fiscal year 

2019 state that the total county budget in Stillwater County is $12,888,116, or $3,483 per 

capita, and intergovernmental revenue is $6,609,970. In Sweet Grass County, the total 

budget is $6,245,217 and intergovernmental revenues equal $2,154,579. Each county also 

has a trust account as established by the Montana Hard-Rock Mining Impact Act. The 

trust account for Stillwater County has $12,797,236; in Sweet Grass County the trust 

 

Figure 2. Map of Stillwater County and Sweet Grass County, MT, including the 
Stillwater Mine, East Boulder Mine, nearby rural communities, and rivers potentially 
affected by mining operations. Data sources: (1) Montana State Library (2) ESRI 
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account holds $2,806,017 (Stillwater County, 2019; Sweet Grass County, 2019).  

These two counties host two separate platinum-palladium underground mines—

the Stillwater Mine is located in Stillwater County and the East Boulder Mine is located 

in Sweet Grass County—as well as an associated metallurgical facility nearby. The 

Stillwater and East Boulder mines have undergone numerous ownership changes since 

they started operating in 1986 and 2002, respectively. Currently, these operations are 

fully owned by Sibanye-Stillwater, a publicly traded international mining company based 

in South Africa. Sibanye acquired the project from Stillwater Mining Company in 2017 

for a cost of 2.2 billion dollars (Olson, 2016). Both mines extract platinum group metals 

(PGMs) from what the company states are the only significant sources of PGMs in the 

United States as well as the richest PGMs deposit in the world. Both mining operations 

utilize different stoping methods to extract the ore, and a paste-backfill system is used to 

replace the excavated areas (Sibanye-Stillwater, 2020a). The Stillwater Mine has an 

expected end of life in 2046 and the East Boulder has an expected end of life in 2054. 

Employment for both mines and the metallurgical facility has increased over the last few 

years and currently the company reports 1,759 employees for all three operations.  Due to 

the long history and frequent ownership changes, calculations of gross and net value are 

difficult, but the company reported 1.4 billion dollars in revenue in 2019 and just under 

400 million dollars in profit (Sibanye-Stillwater, 2020b). 
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Meagher County. Meagher County is a non-metro county (USCB OMB, 2010) 

located in central Montana and surrounded by multiple mountain ranges. The ERS 

classifies Meagher County as a recreation county and categorizes the county as a 

retirement destination (2019). As of 2019, approximately 1,800 people live in Meagher 

County, equating to a population density of less than one person per square mile. 

Population in the county from 2000-2010 actually decreased (USCB, 2020), which 

suggests an increase in median age as the reason behind the retirement destination  

 

Figure 3. Map of Meager County, MT, including the site of the Black Butte Copper 
Project, White Sulphur Springs, and rivers potentially affected by mining operations. 
Data sources: (1) Montana State Library (2) ESRI 
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designation. Total employment in Meagher County for 2018 was 1,144 (Bureau of  

Economic Analysis, 2019) and the unemployment rate was 3.8% (Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, 2019). County financial statements for fiscal year 2019 show a total county 

budget of $3,009,702, or $1,672 per person, and intergovernmental revenue of $912,013 

(Meagher County, 2019).  

As discussed above, Meagher County is slated to host the Black Butte Copper 

Project (BBCP), a recently permitted underground copper mine located about fifteen 

miles northwest of the county seat, the city of White Sulphur Springs, population 939 

(American Community Survey Demographic and Housing Estimates, 2018). The project 

is being developed by Sandfire Resources America, a subsidiary whose majority owner, 

Sandfire Resources, is based in Australia. Sandfire expects to extract approximately one 

billion pounds of copper over a projected mine life of fourteen years.  

 
Institutional and regulatory environment. In order to make a rigorous comparison 

of the processes and considerations rural places face when hosting hard-rock mining, it is 

important to understand the institutional and regulatory space surrounding these projects. 

This section will give a brief history and discuss the current status of legislation around 

hard-rock mining at the state level, with an emphasis on how each state regulates around 

social impacts and economic development in the course of mining. Mining activities on 

federal land do involve another set of regulatory requirements, but these are not covered 

in this research.  
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Montana 

 

Mine permits. Regulation governing the development of hard-rock mines in 

Montana passed in 1971 to apply to any operations that disturb over five acres of land. 

Today, the Montana Hard Rock Mining Program covers three main areas: exploration, 

small mines (under five acres), and larger operations. This description of regulation 

excludes the small mines category as it does not apply to the research topic. In 

order to perform mining exploration on public lands to assess the potential viability of an 

ore body, the state requires an exploration license that includes a limit of 10,000 short 

tons of material evaluated, as well as an agreement to reclaim disturbed surface area. A 

performance bond is mandatory for reclamation and revegetation of the disturbed area 

(Kolman, 2017).  

 If a mining operator intends to move forward and develop an ore body, whether 

on public or private land, the company must apply for an operating permit. The 

application includes mandatory information regarding mineral rights, reclamation, 

hydrologic data, plans for tailings impoundments, monitoring and mitigating discharges, 

and an assessment of potential land use after mining operations have concluded. 

Additional permits that may be required include air quality and surface and groundwater 

discharge permits, wetland or stream permits from the federal government and the local 

conservation district, and a water discharge permit or change of use authorization from 

the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation. Final issuance of the 
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operating permit is also subject to the developer posting a performance bond calculated 

by the state (Ibid).  

 
Development Impact Mitigation. In 1981, Montana passed the Hard-Rock Mining 

Impact Act (HRMIA), landmark legislation designed to mitigate impacts of large-scale 

hard-rock mines on units of local government. The HRMIA requires the developer to 

work with local government to develop a Hard-Rock Mining Impact Plan (HRMIP) as 

part of the permitting process. The HRMIP identifies units of local government that will 

be impacted by the development, projects costs and increased demand on local services, 

and commits the developer to mitigate these impacts through various payment 

mechanisms. Typically, payment is made by pre-paying property taxes, which are then 

credited throughout the life of the project. Prior to this legislation, the primary instrument 

for impact mitigation was the Resource Indemnity Trust Tax. The Indemnity Tax was 

levied on all mining activity at a rate pf $25.00 plus .5% of the gross value of production 

in excess of $5,000. Revenues were collected and administered at the state-level and were 

used by the State Board of Investments to offset and remediate environmental damage 

caused by mining operations (Montana Department of State Lands, 1978).   

 
Revenue Stabilization & Equalization. The passage of the Hard-Rock Mining Impact Act 

in 1981 and the Hard-Rock Mining Property Tax Base Sharing Act in 1983 were both 

intended to help units of local government mitigate impacts associated with hard-rock 

mining. Among those impacts, the Tax Base Sharing Act was specifically geared to 

compensate for ‘jurisdictional revenue disparities’ identified in a HRMIP. A revenue 
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disparity is created when impact costs exceed revenues in a jurisdiction that does not host 

the mine. When such a discrepancy is identified, annual allocations of the taxable 

valuation of the project are split amongst affected jurisdictions based on the number and 

location of employees and their dependents. This Act was designed to provide affected 

units of local government with recurring revenue to meet ongoing costs associated with a 

mining development. (The Hard-Rock Mining Impact Board, 2008).  

 
Transition Impacts. In addition to revenue equalization, distributions of the Metal 

Mines License Tax (MMLT) also help communities and local government prepare for 

transition when mining activity ends. The MMLT is a gross proceeds tax levied on the 

value of the product. For hard-rock mining, the rate (on concentrate or crude ore) is 

1.81% applied annually to gross values over $250,000. From 1986 through 1988, the 

Montana Legislature allocated 33% of the revenue from the MMLT to a hard-rock 

mining impact trust account. This trust account was used to pay for administration and 

operations of the Hard-Rock Mining Impact Board, with the remaining funds distributed 

to sub-accounts established for each county that hosted a large-scale hard-rock mine. 

Distributions from these accounts were administered by the Board as grants and loans to 

units of local government affected by the closure or slowdown—defined as a reduction of 

50% or more of a mine’s workforce—and were required to be used for economic 

development, stabilization of mill levies, and the retirement of local government debt. In 

1989, the Montana State Legislature made significant alterations to the regulations 

around the MMLT. These changes included exempting metal mines from the Resource 

Indemnity Trust Tax and transferring the administration and funds in the existing hard-
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rock trust accounts to the counties themselves. In addition, the legislature authorized the 

creation of metal mines reserve accounts for affected counties and school districts. 

Annual allocations to reserve accounts, up to 62.5% of the annual distribution from the 

Montana Department of Revenue, occur at the discretion of the board of county 

commissioners in the affected county. The county can use these funds for economic 

development purposes and schools are allowed to apply the funds to any purpose 

authorized by law (The Hard-Rock Mining Impact Board, 2008).  

 
Long-Term Development Strategy. Along with the variable distributions of 

MMLT revenues to the county and affected school districts, at least 37.5% of the annual 

proceeds is required to be deposited into a county-level Hard-Rock Mine Trust Reserve 

Account. The funds in this account can only be accessed under one of two conditions: (1) 

mine closure or (2) a 50% reduction in mine workforce. At that point, the county 

commissioners must allocate at least one third of the funds among the affected school 

districts in the county, which are again allowed to use the funds for any purpose 

authorized by law. The remaining funds, up to two thirds of the original amount, can be 

expended for general economic development purposes, including retiring capital debt, 

stabilizing mill levies, and economic diversification efforts. In addition, commissioners 

have the option to make grants or loans to other units of government with the purpose of 

mitigating impacts of mine closure (Ibid). 
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Michigan 

Mine Permits. Mining operations in Michigan are governed under the Natural 

Resources and Environmental Protection Act (NREPA) passed in 1994. Under current 

legislation, nonferrous metal mining, meaning mining of metals that do not contain iron, 

are covered separately from ferrous metal mining. Similar to Montana, Michigan requires 

various permits and an exploration plan to seek minerals on public lands. Additional 

metal mining regulations are focused on environmental impact mitigation and an 

operating permit can only be granted if “the applicant demonstrates that the mining 

operation will not pollute, impair, or destroy the air, water, or other natural resources of 

the public trust in those resources (Michigan ICC, 2013, pg. 6). Sections of NREPA that 

apply to nonferrous metal mining include protections around water, air, soil erosion and 

sedimentation, hazardous waste, solid waste, remediation, and reclamation, among 

others. Developers must provide ‘financial assurance’, another term for a bond, to allow 

the state to reclaim and remediate the mining site if necessary (Ibid).  

 
Development Impact Mitigation. Although mineral developers in Michigan are 

encouraged to work with local governmental units and tribal communities to “build a 

wider understanding of the environmental, economic, and social impacts of proposed 

investments” (Ibid, pg. 5), no formal regulations around non-environmental impacts (e.g. 

social or economic) to local communities are in place. 

 
Economic Impacts/Public Revenue. Historically, mining operations in Michigan 

were taxed similar to other commercial developments in the state. This changed in 2012 
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when the state passed legislation relating to the taxation of nonferrous metallic minerals. 

This legislation exempted mineral producers from the traditional ad valorem property tax 

and established a severance tax of 2.75% of the ‘taxable mineral value.’ Distributions of 

the mineral severance tax are split, with 65% of the revenue going to school districts, the 

state of Michigan, and local governmental units in the same proportion as general ad 

valorem property taxes. The other 35% goes to the Michigan Department of Treasury, 

which deposits the money into a rural development fund (Nonferrous Metallic Minerals 

Extraction Severance Tax Act, 2012). The Rural Development Fund is administered by 

the Michigan Department of Agriculture and Rural Development, which makes grants to 

“promote the sustainability of land-based industries and support infrastructure that 

benefits rural communities.” ‘Land-based’ industries include food and agriculture, 

forestry, mining, oil and gas production, and tourism. (Michigan Department of 

Agriculture and Rural Development, 2020). 

  
Summary 

With the institutional regulatory context for Montana and Michigan in mind, it is 

important to consider how this landscape positions local governments and communities 

to mitigate economic impacts and plan for transition from large-scale mining 

developments. 

 First, it is apparent that the two states have similar levels of oversight in regard to 

environmental permitting. While the specific stipulations required by individual permits 

have not been described here, it is clear that both states enact comparable regulatory 

structures designed to prevent environmental degradation to air, land, and water affected 
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by mining. These parallel structures require various permits at each step of the mine 

development process, and the similarities extend to the environmental impact assessment 

and bonding requirements. This context creates numerous opportunities for interests to 

challenge mining permits based on their environmental performance. 

Where these two states diverge is on oversight of the socioeconomic impacts of 

new mines. As described above, Montana requires substantial investment and effort on 

behalf of the developer to mitigate short-term fiscal impacts of mining developments. 

Furthermore, the state has enacted legislation that mandates long-term savings at the 

county level designed to mitigate impacts of closure. In Michigan, the extent to which 

social and economic impacts are addressed by legislation is limited to the severance tax, a 

portion of which is directed to school districts and other affected units of local 

government that fall in the same tax collecting jurisdiction as the mineral property. The 

rest of the severance tax revenues are directed to a state rural development fund with no 

guarantee of return to communities or counties affected by hard-rock mining. While the 

severance tax revenues certainly provide a short-term tax boost, the long-term benefits 

are uncertain.  

We know that rural communities hosting mining projects face risks from 

developmental impacts and opportunities for long-term economic gains—and that 

legislation plays a key role in altering this equation. From the literature, we also know 

that the permitting process serves as a key time frame where communities can potentially 

apply leverage to maximize their negotiating position with mining companies. So, what 

should rural communities be looking for in NRAs to supplement or substitute for 
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regulatory protections? If legislation fails to address short-term socioeconomic impacts, 

as is the case in Michigan, local communities should focus on mitigating those impacts to 

ensure the mining development does not leave them worse off in the long run. In 

situations where communities are generally protected from immediate impacts, they are 

able to use forward thinking to consider longer-term implications and eventual transition. 

However, even when higher levels of government protect communities from impacts and 

arm them with tools to smooth transition, risks remain. For example, Montana covers 

both of these vulnerable time periods with the Hard-Rock Mining Impact Act. Even so, 

communities that are historically dependent on natural resource development face tough 

decisions on how to leverage those tools to diversify their economy. In these cases, 

communities considering NRAs should be focused on securing resources to further 

community development goals during and after mining operations, as well as promoting 

planning and capacity building needed to take advantage of long-term savings 

mechanisms. Table 2 provides an overview of the range of initiatives found in these 

agreements and a longer examination of these findings is found in Chapter 2. 
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 Marquette County Stillwater/Sweet Grass Meagher County* 
*proposed 

Environmental 
Impacts 

1. Independent 
environmental 
monitoring of surface 
water, groundwater, and 
flora and fauna  

1. Independent environmental 
audits 
 

2. Independent, recurring 
evaluation of reclamation 
plans and bonding 
requirements  
 

3. Evaluation of tailings 
impoundments and waste 
rock disposal 
 

4. Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 

1. Independent Water 
Monitoring Program 

 
2. Funding to combat 

invasive species 
 

Social impacts 
(worker housing, 
school, etc.) 

Not covered 1. Prohibition on industry-
sponsored housing with 
city limits 

1. Employee housing 
program 

Health & safety 
(traffic, dust, 
emergency 
services, etc.) 

Not covered 1. Traffic Reduction and 
Busing program 

1. Funding to support local 
emergency services 

Community 
investments 
(non-mitigation 
initiatives, funds, 
etc.) 

1. Endowments and annual 
investments to promote 
economic diversification 

Not covered 1. Endowment and annual 
investment into a 
community benefits 
fund 

 
Table 2. Mechanisms for impact mitigation and long-term community development as 
found in NRAs 
 

Project Evolution 

In early 2018, a non-profit organization located in Bozeman, Montana approached my 

advisor, Dr. Julia Haggerty, based on her experience working with rural communities that 

have hosted oil and gas development and the broader focus of the Resources and 

Communities Research Group she oversees.  As part of its mission, One Montana 

facilitates collaboration around controversial projects (that often span rural-urban 

divides) in Montana. In keeping with this mission, One Montana saw the BBCP as an 
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opportunity to develop relationships with key stakeholders in the area that shared concern 

about the project. One Montana invited Dr. Haggerty to provide expertise and advice to 

the Meagher County Stewardship Council—a community group that formed in response 

to the BBCP. As the engagement evolved, Dr. Haggerty suggested I undertake a formal 

role as a research and organizing assistant to One Montana and the Meagher County 

Stewardship Council and that this work inform the direction of my Master’s thesis 

research. Using funds provided by Sandfire, One Montana supported my work through a 

sales and service agreement with the Resources and Communities Research Group. One 

Montana supervised my engagement in Meagher County, however, neither Sandfire nor 

One Montana has directly influenced or overseen the findings or direction of this thesis.  

For a master’s student, serving as a consultant to the Meagher County 

Stewardship Council was an ideal opportunity to gain first-hand knowledge and 

experience working in a community grappling with many of the choices that initially 

inspired this project. Work with the Stewardship Council raised additional questions 

about rural places and the effort to negotiate for long-term benefits with an international 

company. And research in comparable places helped me provide the Council examples of 

best practices and lessons learned in these negotiations. The town hall event mentioned in 

the introduction is a concrete example of the unique synergies presented by this project. 

Current work with the Stewardship Council is ongoing and, at the suggestion of RCRG, 

the Council is pursuing an NRA with Sandfire as part of their mission to protect the long-

term interests of the local residents and environment. Chapter 3 provides an overview of 
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the products developed during my consultancy with the Meagher County Stewardship 

Group to date. 

 

Project Approach 

 
To explore how leaders and residents in communities like White Sulphur Springs 

navigate impacts and long-term planning related to mining projects, this project took a 

qualitative approach to documenting and analyzing examples of this and comparable 

processes. After selection of the case studies, the research used mixed-methods, including 

semi-structured interviews of key stakeholders, and document and policy analysis. 

Together, these techniques allowed for an in-depth examination of the considerations, 

opportunities, and risks rural communities face when hosting large-scale mining 

developments. 

For this research, two of the three case study sites—Stillwater County and Sweet 

Grass County, Montana, and Marquette County, Michigan—were investigated through a 

three-step data collection process. First, a desk-based exploration was conducted to 

provide background information and build a profile of each area. Afterwards, a key 

contact—often a reporter or community leader—was contacted to provide an introduction 

and suggestions on building a purposive sample of stakeholders in the area. This group of 

stakeholders consisted of community leaders, local government officials, and industry 

employees. Stakeholders were asked to participate in semi-structured interviews that 

were conducted in person during field trips in fall 2018, winter 2019, and spring 2020. 

Due to the emergence of COVID-19, the later stages of fieldwork were completed 
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remotely, and stakeholders were asked to instead participate in a phone interview. 

Interview guides covered the background, professional roles and responsibilities, and the 

non-profit and voluntary work of each participant. Further questions we centered around 

past, current, and future involvement with the mining project in each area (see example 

interview guide in Appendix C). These interviews (n=19) were then transcribed and 

coded with NVivo software.  

My approach to the third case study, Meagher County, Montana, took advantage of 

my first-hand experiences and direct involvement with the Meagher County Stewardship 

Council. Data collection in this case consisted of participant observation during group 

meetings and activities, including events open to community residents. Over a two-year 

period, this involved approximately twenty-five group meetings, four focus groups, and a 

community town hall event. During these engagements, interactions and insights were 

captured by recording meetings and/or thorough notetaking.  

Coding was done with a mix of inductive and deductive codes with the goal of 

identifying evidence that shed light on the variables and considerations facing local 

communities in their effort to maximize benefits tied to mining developments. Deductive 

codes were based on lessons learned from the literature, focusing on the risks and 

opportunities for long-term community development. Inductive coding was based on a 

‘grounded theory’ approach (see Corbin and Holt, 2005) that allows theory to arise from 

the data, rather than working off an existing theory. This enabled data analysis to look for 

place and context specific elements of the cost-benefit equation in each place. Additional 
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desk-based research was done to analyze relevant policy documents, newspaper articles, 

and meeting minutes related to natural resource development in these areas. 

 
 
 

Thesis Format 

This thesis follows the requirements for a manuscript submission, as required by the 

Montana State University Graduate School. Following this introduction, this thesis is 

organized into three additional chapters. The first is titled: NAVIGATING THE LOCAL 

COSTS AND BENEFITS OF MODERN MINERAL MINES: THE ROLE OF NON-

REGULATORY AGREEMENTS and consists of a manuscript that will be submitted to the 

international journal Society and Natural Resources. The next chapter, titled 

SUPPORTING THE MEAGHER COUNTY STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL, documents work 

with the Meagher County Stewardship Council over the last two and a half years. Finally, 

this document concludes with a CONCLUSION chapter followed by two chapters titled 

REFERENCES and APPENDICES. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NAVIGATING THE LOCAL COSTS AND BENEFITS OF MODERN MINERAL 

MINES: THE ROLE OF NON-REGULATORY AGREEMENTS  

Contribution of Authors and Co-Authors 

Manuscript in Chapter 2 

Author: Jackson C. Rose 

Contributions: Jackson C. Rose contributed to the design of the study, executed the 

research, analyzed the results, took the lead in writing the manuscript.   

Co-Author: Julia H. Haggerty contributed to the design of the study, provided guidance 

and oversight of data collection and analysis, and contributed to the writing of the 

manuscript. 
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NAVIGATING THE LOCAL COSTS AND BENEFITS OF MODERN 

MINERAL MINES: THE ROLE OF NON-REGULATORY 

AGREEMENTS  

This research explores natural resource development at the local level from the perspective 

of rural mining communities in the United States. This work uses a case study approach 

and qualitative mixed-methods to explore the dynamics of the costs and benefits of hard-

rock mining and the role of non-regulatory agreements in the context of short-duration, 

high-impact underground mines. The methodology relied on in-person, semi-structured 

interviews with key stakeholders in two rural communities, as well as participant 

observation and on-the-ground experience in a third community. Interview data and notes, 

along with relevant policy and other documents, were analyzed to reveal the questions and 

considerations facing rural communities as they attempt to maximize the cost/benefit 

equation of these developments. Results reveal that rural places share similar concerns tied 

to these projects, although multiple stakeholder groups often have divergent ideas and 

priorities. Additionally, communities appear to have a limited window of negotiating 

power during the ‘social license to operate’ process where they can best leverage their 

position for long-term gain. Non-regulatory agreements offer a novel mechanism for local 

communities to negotiate for impact mitigation and enduring economic benefits but 

ensuring that agreements effectively address both areas brings challenges. Ultimately, non-

regulatory agreements are most effective as a complement to hard-rock mining legislation. 

In the best cases, agreements use place-specific initiatives to enable communities to 

successfully turn short-term projects into long-term economic development.  

Keywords: benefit sharing; community development; mining; rural.  
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Introduction 

 
Turning natural resource development into long-term economic gain presents a difficult 

challenge for residents and community leaders in places that host extractive industries. 

Many of these challenges—including economic dependence and over-adaptation, industry 

capture, and environmental degradation—and are well documented at the national (Sachs 

and Warner (1995, 1999, 2001)), regional (Freudenberg, 1992), and community levels 

(Smith and Haggerty, 2020). Exacerbating these difficulties, resource-dependent 

communities face an advance of neoliberal economic policies that have led to erosion of 

regulatory support from state and federal governments (Halseth and Ryser, 2017; Otto, 

1997; Bridge, 2004). In response to this pressure, many resource dependent communities 

have turned to novel tools and processes designed to mitigate impacts and maximize socio-

economic benefits tied to industrial projects. 

 In the mining sector, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programs aimed at 

helping local communities find alternative ways to protect themselves from development 

impacts are both an outgrowth of and response to the shortcomings of existing regulations 

and institutions. One alternative that has gained significant traction in the last two decades, 

particularly with mining developments on Indigenous lands, is the use non-regulatory 

agreements (NRAs) (O’Faircheallaigh, 2013; Caine and Krogman, 2010) negotiated 

directly between communities and mining companies.  Scholarly research on the use of 

NRAs in mining is in its infancy and a literature gap exists concerning the potential for 

these agreements to help mitigate immediate impacts and maximize long-term benefits 

stemming from mining projects. This research examines NRAs around mining projects in 
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the United States in an effort to fill that gap and explore how NRAs arise, what initiatives 

are included, and if these initiatives have the potential to secure positive long-term 

economic development outcomes for host communities. 

 Rural locations that host high-grade, underground mining projects are important 

places to examine the benefits and risks of an extractive industry cycle in the 

aforementioned context. Underground hard-rock mines in the States are relatively rare—

totaling only fourteen nationwide according to a U.S. Geological Survey (2015) report—

but are likely to increase in number as the demand for metals needed to fuel the energy 

transition ramps up (Ranjith, et al., 2017; Sovacool, 2020). Given the controversial nature 

of many new natural resource developments, mining companies are highly committed to 

securing community support and a ‘social license to operate’ (SLO) to ensure projects 

proceed as planned. The need to acquire and maintain a SLO gives communities leverage, 

which is at its peak during the permitting stages. NRAs are emerging as potential solutions 

for both parties as they look to maximize their respective benefits and minimize risks. In 

an examination of NRAs developed in the context of short-duration, high-impact mining 

projects in three resource peripheries in the United States, this research explores how 

communities are using novel tools to navigate the costs and benefits of mining 

development.  

Literature Review: Resource Peripheries and Mining Communities 

Resource peripheries—regions that rely heavily on natural resource extraction to sustain 

their economies—classically struggle to recognize lasting economic benefits from 

extractive industries. While the existence and extent of the “resource curse” at local 
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scales is variable and largely depends on context (see Stevens, 2006; Wick and Bulte, 

2009; Ross, 2015; Badeeb, Lean, and Clark, 2017; Papyrakis and Gerlagh, 2007; James 

and Aadland, 2011), the economic challenges facing small mining-dependent 

communities, even in high income countries, are well-documented. Extractive industrial 

developments can create short-term economic benefits—high-paying jobs, increases in 

tax revenue, potential investments in infrastructure—but long-term benefits are not 

guaranteed. Mining communities are at risk of becoming ‘economically addicted’ to a 

single industry or development resulting in over adaptation, wage pressure, and even 

social resistance to planning for post-mining futures (Freudenberg, 1992; Smith, 2019; 

Smith and Haggerty, 2020). Indeed, scholars agree that success in economic development 

through primary industries depends on institutional quality, avoiding inefficient 

distribution of public revenues, and investing locally to create opportunities for long-term 

economic diversification (Mehlum, Moene, and Torvik, 2006; Robinson, Torvik, and 

Verdier, 2006; Gunton, 2003; Markey, Halseth, and Manson, 2008). In locales where 

mineral mining dominates the economy, this means communities must prepare for the 

eventual withdrawal of the industry through durable public investments that outlast the 

project and strategies to replace of lost jobs and revenue (Haggerty et al., 2018b; Jacquet, 

2014).  

A small body of scholarship suggests that institutional and regulatory landscapes 

are at best mixed when it comes to the ability for resource peripheries to leverage mining 

projects for long-term development—even in high income countries like the United 

States. In most cases, social and economic impact mitigation is a stipulation of acquiring 
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the necessary permits to build and operate a mine, but, to the extent that they actually 

function as intended, these strategies only mitigate impacts, and do not address long-term 

economic development (Haggerty and McBride, 2016). Communities encounter uneven 

regulatory support needed to manage impacts and guide long-term investment strategies 

(Ryser et al., 2016; Haggerty and Haggerty, 2015). State and federal fiscal policies have 

increasingly decoupled resource peripheries from the regional economy and natural assets 

in fundamental ways: taxation and expenditure limits erode revenue and constrain the 

ability of local governments to manage volatile revenue, often requiring resource revenue 

is used to substitute for other taxes (Haggerty et al., 2018b), and tax incentives for 

extractive industries results in delay and loss of revenue necessary to mitigate impacts 

and make investments in resource communities. In the last three decades, this decoupling 

has occurred simultaneously alongside the implementation of neoliberal economic 

policies resulting in labor force restructuring, downward pressure on commodity prices, 

and erosion of support for local infrastructure and services from higher levels of 

government (Hayter, 2003; Szelenyi, Reill, and Berend 2011; Halseth, 2017; Schick, 

Davis, and Younes, 2020). Even in the best of cases, when communities may be protected 

from some of the short-term effects of mining developments, support for longer-term 

planning and transition is often absent.  

Given this context, local leaders and governments appear to have limited capacity 

to influence the long-term economic outcomes of mining projects in their communities. 

However, there is one moment in/feature of the mining development life cycle when local 

actors potentially have leverage to maximize economic benefits for local residents. 
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Mining companies are increasingly aware of the importance of receiving a SLO, or the 

approval and acceptance of industrial projects by local actors (Thomson and Boutilier, 

2011). During the permitting phase, this creates a window of opportunity for 

communities. From an industry perspective, the lack of a social license often results in 

significant delays and pressure on revenue targets and timetables (Lacey, Parsons, and 

Moffat 2012; Davis and Franks, 2011).  Research suggests that local communities have 

real power over the permitting and development of a project (Boutilier, 2014), potentially 

enabling communities to ask for contributions and programs aimed at long-term 

economic development.  

 Non-regulatory agreements (NRAs), negotiated directly by the mining company 

with local communities, provide one mechanism to leverage the social license 

opportunity to protect local interests in the face of industrial development 

(O’Faircheallaigh, 2013). While the specifics of individual agreements—often referred to 

as ‘community benefits agreements’ (CBAs)—vary by location, their purpose is to 

explicate and address opportunities to mitigate local impacts and enhance local benefits. 

In this way, NRAs share the basic framework of the longstanding CBA model for 

mitigating the impacts of redevelopment in urban areas (Gross, LeRoy, and Janis-

Aparicio, 2005). In the context of energy projects, NRAs often include promises to 

provide high wages, hire local, and support local infrastructure through development 

and/or investment (Salkin and Lavine, 2008; Ryser et al., 2016).  If implemented 

properly, NRAs offer an avenue for stakeholders to address their concerns and to take 

ownership in their collective future while also providing a tool to hold industry 
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accountable (Gross, LeRoy, and Janis-Aparicio, 2005). For host communities, the risks of 

NRAs include conflict between disparate stakeholder groups and a potential inability to 

manage the governance and development responsibilities necessary to leverage benefits 

from the agreements (Bristow, Cowell, Munday, 2012). NRAs tied to mining 

developments have gained traction in the last 30 years—primarily in lower-income 

countries and frequently around indigenous communities and lands (O’Faircheallaigh, 

2013). While there are examples from Canada and Australia (Centre for Social 

Responsibility in Mining, 2011; World Bank, 2010), a literature review in both academic 

and trade publications conducted for this study revealed that NRAs associated with 

mining developments in the United States are scarce. 

Correspondingly, very little is known about whether and how communities facing 

new mining developments utilize NRAs to address the challenges of translating mining 

activity into long-term economic benefits that were described above. This study offers an 

exploratory analysis focused on three cases of mining company-community interactions 

in resource peripheries in the United States. The cases involve remote communities 

hosting short-duration, high-intensity (SDHI) underground mining projects developed by 

international corporations. SDHI mines in remote communities present attenuated cases 

of the challenges of achieving long-term economic development through mining, making 

these cases instructive to the broader questions surrounding the role of NRAs in securing 

local benefits from mining. Furthermore, scholarship on these specific types of mining 

projects is limited or non-existent, thus this study fills an important gap in academic 

knowledge about an increasingly prevalent form of industrial development.  
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As a contribution to understanding the role of NRAs in helping communities in 

resource peripheries navigate impact mitigation and secure economic development as 

well as the particular dynamics present in hosting STHI mines, this study pursues the 

following questions: What concerns and priorities are reflected in NRAs between host 

communities and STHI mines? To what extent have local stakeholders sought to 

capitalize on STHI mines by negotiating for long-term economic benefits—why or why 

not? 

 

Materials and Methods 

Case Study Background 

 

Three case studies were selected for this research based on the following criteria: all 

currently host or anticipate underground, high-grade precious metal mines in rural, 

remote areas in the United States. Additionally, in each location the mine has an outsized 

influence on the local economy, typical of many resource peripheries historically 

dependent on extractive industries (See Table 1). Each mine was designed for a relatively 

short ‘life of operation’—although this expected lifespan is often extended due to mine 

expansions or the discovery of new deposits in the area. Lastly, the contrasting regulatory 

environment and institutions related to these developments offers a unique opportunity 

for comparison. In Montana—where two of the three sites are located—comprehensive 

legislation around hard-rock mines provides for both short-term impact mitigation and 

long-term savings for local communities. In Michigan—which hosts the third site—
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legislation around hard-rock mining is mostly focused on environmental protections. The 

discrepancy in the regulatory space results in different concerns and priorities related to 

planning at the local level. What follows is a description of each case study area with 

context on geographic setting, socioeconomic variables, the associated mining operations, 

and the institutional and regulatory space. Taken together, these variables establish the 

contexts for considering how local leaders and residents negotiated to address community 

concerns, including economic development questions. 

Table 1. Relevant county and mine-related data. Data sources: (1) (U.S. Census Bureau, 
2020). (2) (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2019). (3) (Lundin Mining, (2015, 2016, 2017, 
2018, 2019, 2020)). (4) (Sibanye-Stillwater, 2020b).       
 

     

 Marquette County Sweet Grass County and 
Stillwater County 

Meagher County 

Current Mine(s) 
Operator 
 

Eagle Mine Sibanye-Stillwater Sandfire Resources 
America 

Mine(s) 
type/Commodity 
 

Underground longhole open 
stoping, nickel-copper 

Underground stoping, 
platinum-palladium 

Copper 

County type – ERS 
Categories and 
OMB Designations 
 

Non-metro, dependent on 
recreation 

Both are non-metro and 
dependent on mining, SG is 
dependent on recreation 

Non-metro, dependent 
on recreation 

County Population 67,000 SG: 3,700 
SW: 9,600 

1,800 

Yrs. Of Operation 7 SW: 35 
EB: 19 

14 (projected) 

Total County 
Employment 

26,651 SG: 2,757 
SW: 5,383 

1,144 

Mining Company 
Employee Count 

Over 400 1759 (including associated 
facility) 

235 (projected) 

Value of Extraction 
(gross) 

<$1.3 billion (to date) ~$1.4 billion in FY2019 ~$3 billion (projected) 
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County profiles 

Marquette County 

Marquette County is located in the Upper Peninsula of the state of Michigan. The United 

States Census Bureau (USCB) classifies Marquette County as non-metropolitan (2010) 

and the United States Department of Agriculture’s Economic Research Service (ERS) 

categorizes the county as economically dependent on recreation (2019). County 

population in 2019 was approximately 67,000, or 37.1 people per square mile (USCB, 

2019). As of 2018, total employment in the county was 35,304 (Bureau of Economic 

Analysis, 2019) with an unemployment rate of 4.9% (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2019). 

Employment trends in the county reflect a 2.8% growth in employment for the period 

2000-2018, which is higher than the state of Michigan’s 1.9% increase in the same period 

(Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2019).  

Marquette County currently hosts an underground copper-nickel mine owned by a 

subsidiary of Lundin Mining called Eagle Mine, LLC. Eagle Mine is the only primary 

nickel mine in the United States and utilizes a ‘longhole open stoping’ mining method to 

extract the ore. Eagle has been in operation since 2014, with an expected end of mine life 

in 2025 (Eagle Mine, 2018). In the early stages of mining operations, there were 

approximately 200 employees. That number grew to 400 as of late 2019. To date, Eagle 

Mine’s operations have grossed over 1.3 billion dollars in revenue resulting in over 541 

million dollars in profit from their operations (Lundin Mining, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017a, 

2018, 2019, 2020).  
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Stillwater and Sweet Grass counties 

Sweet Grass County and Stillwater County are located in southwestern Montana. These 

two counties were combined to represent one case study due to the geographical 

proximity—about 13.5 miles—of two large-scale underground mines. While these two 

mines lie in different jurisdictions, they are owned and operated by a single company. 

The USCB categorizes both counties as non-metro (2010) and the ERS reports that are 

also both economically dependent on mining, meaning that at least 13 percent of their 

average annual labor earnings or at least 8 percent of their total employment derives from 

the mining industry. The ERS also classifies Sweet Grass County as economically 

dependent on recreation (2019). Approximately 3,700 people live in Sweet Grass County, 

or 2.0 people per square mile, and over 9,600 people live in Stillwater County, which 

equates to 5.1 people per square mile. (USCB, 2019). As of 2018, total employment was 

5,383 in Stillwater County and 2,757 in Sweet Grass County. Employment trends from 

2000-2018 show a 10.4% and 28.3% increase in total employment for Stillwater and 

Sweet Grass counties, respectively. That compares with a 24% increase for the State of 

Montana over the same timeframe (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2019). In 2018, 

Stillwater County had an unemployment rate of 3.3%, while Sweet Grass County 

reported an unemployment rate of 3.0% (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019).  

These two counties host two separate platinum-palladium underground mines—

the Stillwater Mine is located in Stillwater County and the East Boulder Mine is located 

in Sweet Grass County—as well as an associated metallurgical facility nearby. The 

Stillwater and East Boulder mines have undergone numerous ownership changes since 

they started operating in 1986 and 2002, respectively. Currently, these operations are 
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fully owned by Sibanye-Stillwater, a mining company based in South Africa that 

acquired the project in 2017 for a cost of 2.2 billion dollars (Olson, 2016). Both mines are 

platinum group metals (PGMs) which the company states are the only significant sources 

of PGMs in the United States and the richest deposit in the world. Both mining operations 

utilize different stoping methods to extract the ore, and a paste-backfill system is used to 

replace the excavated areas (Sibanye-Stillwater, 2020a). The Stillwater Mine has an 

expected end of life in 2046 and the East Boulder has an expected end of life in 2054. 

Employment for both mines and the metallurgical facility has increased over the last few 

years and currently the company reports 1759 employees for all three operations.  Due to 

the long history and frequent ownership changes, calculations of gross and net value are 

difficult, but the company reported 1.4 billion dollars in revenue in 2019 which resulted 

in just under 400 million dollars in profit (Sibanye-Stillwater, 2020b). 

Meagher County 

Meagher County is a non-metro county (USCB OMB, 2010) located in central Montana 

and surrounded by multiple mountain ranges. The ERS classifies Meagher County as a 

recreation county and categorizes the county as a retirement destination (2019). As of 

2019, approximately 1,800 people live in Meagher County, equating to a population 

density of less than one person per square mile. Total employment in Meagher County 

for 2018 was 1,144 (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2019) and the unemployment rate 

was 3.8% (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019). 

Meagher County is slated to host the Black Butte Copper Project (BBCP), a 

recently permitted underground copper mine located about 15 miles northwest of the 
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county seat, the city of White Sulphur Springs. The project is being developed by 

Sandfire Resources America, a subsidiary whose majority owner, Sandfire Resources, is 

based in Australia. Sandfire expects to extract approximately one billion pounds of 

copper over a projected mine life of fourteen years.  

 

Institutional and regulatory environment 

Hard rock mines in both states require permits to operate and are subject to federal, state, 

and local regulations regarding taxation and distribution. The specific regulations 

governing permits and revenue are described in detail elsewhere (citation withheld 

pending review).  While the specific stipulations required by individual permits have not 

been described here, both states enact comparable regulatory structures designed to 

prevent environmental degradation to air, land, and water affected by mining. These 

parallel structures require various permits at each step of the mine development process, 

and the similarities extend to the environmental impact assessment and bonding 

requirements. The presence of these regulations creates opportunities for environmental 

interests to contest and challenge mine permits, and a corresponding opportunity for 

“social license” negotiations. 

Where these two states diverge is on oversight of the socioeconomic impacts of 

new mines. Montana requires substantial investment and effort on behalf of the developer 

to mitigate short-term fiscal impacts of mining developments. Furthermore, the state has 

enacted legislation that necessitates long-term savings at the county level designed to 

mitigate impacts of closure. In Michigan, the extent to which social and economic 
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impacts are addressed by legislation is limited to a state severance tax, a portion of which 

is directed to school districts and other affected units of local government. The rest of the 

severance tax revenues are directed to a state rural development fund, with no promise 

that communities or counties affected by hard-rock mines will see those funds return. 

While the severance tax revenues provide a short-term tax boost, the long-term benefits 

are uncertain.  

In sum, the permitting process serves as a key time frame during which US 

communities can potentially apply leverage in negotiating with mining companies. Given 

the importance of mitigating short-term economic impacts, preparing for transition, and 

creating opportunities for long-term investment described in the literature, it stands to 

reason that community representatives may benefit from including these priorities in 

NRAs signed with mining companies. Where regulations fail to address short-term 

socioeconomic impacts, as is the case in Michigan, local communities might use NRAs to 

address the need to mitigate those impacts to ensure the mining development does not 

leave them worse off in the long run. When communities are generally protected from 

immediate impacts by legislation, they might use NRAs to consider longer-term 

implications and eventual transition. However, even when higher levels of government 

protect communities from impacts and arm them with tools to smooth transition, risks 

remain. For example, even under Montana’s very comprehensive approach to mitigating 

the local impacts of mining and setting money aside for transition, communities that are 

historically dependent on natural resource development face tough decisions on how to 

leverage those tools to diversify their economy.  
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Methodology 

 
To explore how NRAs assist communities with the ‘balancing act’ of mitigating short-

term impacts of industrial development while securing long-term benefits (Haggerty et 

al., 2018b; Walsh and Haggerty, 2020; Sincovich et al., 2018), this research assesses 

three case studies through a qualitative, mixed-methods research design. Case studies 

were chosen to provide insight and inform analysis about the relationships between rural 

communities and mining companies. These relationships are difficult to capture with 

other social science methods and are best described through the reflections of the 

stakeholders directly involved.  

For this research, two of the three case study sites—Stillwater County and Sweet 

Grass County, Montana, and Marquette County, Michigan—were investigated through a 

three-step data collection process. First, a desk-based exploration was conducted to 

provide background information and build a profile of each area. Afterwards, a key 

contact—often a reporter or community leader—was contacted to provide an introduction 

and suggestions on building a purposive sample of stakeholders in the area. This group of 

stakeholders consisted of community leaders, local government officials, and industry 

employees. Stakeholders were asked to participate in semi-structured interviews that 

were conducted in person during field trips in fall 2018, winter 2019, and spring 2020. 

Due to the emergence of COVID-19, the later stages of fieldwork were done remotely, 

and stakeholders were asked to instead participate in a phone interview. Interview guides 

covered the background, professional roles and responsibilities, and the non-profit and 
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voluntary work of each participant. Further questions inquired about past, current, and 

future involvement with the mining project in each area. These interviews (n=19) were 

then transcribed and coded with NVivo software.  

The third case study, Meagher County, Montana, took advantage of the lead 

author’s first-hand experiences and direct involvement with a community group in the 

area. This group organized in response to the impending development of an underground 

copper mine with the stated goal of ensuring the project led to long-term, positive 

outcomes for the local economy and environment. The data collection in this case 

consisted of participant observation during group meetings and activities, including 

events open to community residents. Over a two-year period, this involved approximately 

twenty-five group meetings, four focus groups, and a community town hall event. During 

these engagements, interactions and insights were captured by recording meetings and/or 

thorough notetaking.  

Interviews and field notes were analyzed using a mix of inductive and deductive 

codes with the goal of identifying evidence that shed light on the variables and 

considerations facing local communities in their effort to maximize benefits tied to mining 

developments. Deductive codes generated from scholarly literature focused on the risks 

and opportunities for long-term community development as reported by local stakeholders. 

Inductive coding was based on a ‘grounded theory’ approach (see Corbin and Holt, 2005) 

that allows theory to arise from the data, rather than working off an existing theory. This 

allowed for the data to be analyzed to look for place and context specific elements of the 

cost-benefit equation in the selected cases. Additional desk-based research was done to 
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analyze relevant policy documents, newspaper articles, and meeting minutes related to 

natural resource development in these areas. 

Results 

Results are organized by case study and focus on four key questions: (1) What were the 

general concerns and priorities of the community regarding the mine? (2) What were the 

social license to operate dynamics, particularly during the negotiation phase? (3) What 

concerns and priorities are reflected in NRAs? (4) Does long-term economic 

development surface as a priority in stakeholder opinion or NRAs? Table 2 provides a 

point of reference about the content of NRAs in each location.  
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 Marquette County Stillwater/Sweet Grass Meagher County* 
*proposed 

Environmental 
Impacts 

2. Independent 
environmental 
monitoring of surface 
water, groundwater, and 
flora and fauna  

5. Independent environmental 
audits 
 

6. Independent, recurring 
evaluation of reclamation 
plans and bonding 
requirements  
 

7. Evaluation of tailings 
impoundments and waste 
rock disposal 
 

8. Surface and groundwater 
monitoring 

3. Independent Water 
Monitoring Program 

 
4. Funding to combat 

invasive species 
 

Social impacts 
(worker housing, 
school, etc.) 

Not covered 2. Prohibition on industry-
sponsored housing with 
city limits 

2. Employee housing 
program 

Health & safety 
(traffic, dust, 
emergency 
services, etc.) 

Not covered 2. Traffic Reduction and 
Busing program 

2. Funding to support local 
emergency services 

Community 
investments 
(non-mitigation 
initiatives, funds, 
etc.) 

2. Endowments and annual 
investments to promote 
economic diversification 

Not covered 2. Endowment and annual 
investment into a 
community benefits 
fund 

Table 2. Mechanisms for impact mitigation and long-term community development as 
found in NRAs 
 

Marquette County 

Concerns and Priorities 

In the Marquette area, most of the concerns about short-term impacts of the proposed 

Eagle Mine focused on environmental degradation, specifically of ground and surface 

water. Water quality concerns were cited as critical by a consensus of interviewees. As 

one industry representative noted, 

 

The biggest concern that people had was around environmental impact and impact 

to water quality. The mine itself, the ore body itself, is directly underneath a river, 
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so, there was concern about the health of the river and then we're not too far from 

Lake Superior either. So, definitely environmental concerns were [at] the top of 

the list (Interviewee I8). 

 

The concerns around environmental impacts were often rooted in a distrust of 

both industry and regulatory agencies. A member of an organization tasked with 

oversight of Eagle Mine’s impact on water quality summed it up by reflecting, “they [the 

mining company] understood that the community didn’t trust them but they also 

understood that the community didn’t trust the state of Michigan to regulate it either. So, 

that was a bid deal, that lack of trust with the state as well (Interviewee I24).  

While environmental concerns were frequently cited, they were often 

characterized as representative of only a few organized stakeholder groups. A local 

resident heavily involved with community development initiatives put it this way, 

 

…of course, there’s a certain tree hugger group that’s very concerned about not 

having something in their backyard. Maybe it’s some very wealthy people north 

of here, […] and other people just feel that way, they don’t want a mine in their 

neighborhood. So, there was a lot more negative at the beginning than there was 

positive (Interviewee I9).  

 

Additional interview data reinforces this ‘insider vs. outsider’ dynamic where the 

concerns of a select few groups clashed with the concerns of other groups in the 
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community. Another community development-oriented interviewee stated that “Yeah the 

thing you have to keep in mind is we have a very green population too. So, they weren't 

as concerned about employment as many in the younger population would’ve been 

(Interviewee I18).” This reflection suggests that age and economic status may play a role 

in the clash between stakeholder groups. In this case, the ‘green population’ is framed as 

an outsider group consisting of either wealthier, like those members of a nearby exclusive 

club, or older residents.  

 Even with the majority of respondents citing environmental concerns as the most 

prevalent, interview data reveal additional concerns, many of which are frequently cited 

in the resource periphery literature. For example, an industry representative noted a fear 

that locals would not have access to employment at the mine:  

 

There’s this misconception that we were going to bring in all of these, well it was 

Rio Tinto at the time, so, all these people from Australia and people from out of 

the area to come in and work at the mine. So, very early on, when we're still in 

construction, we told the community that we’d have a goal of 75% local hire 

(Interviewee I8). 

 

Other examples included unease about impacts to local infrastructure. One respondent 

summed it up by saying,  

 
when they were building mine and there were a lot of issues around the road that 

they use to transport because the mill and the mine are in two different locations 
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and there was a lot of concern about the roads. ‘You're are going to wreck up our 

roads, tear up our roads and then you're going to leave, right?’ (Interviewee I21).  

 

Outside of concerns around impacts, residents in the area also communicated 

specific priorities they wished to accomplish. For example, the community expressed a 

desire to focus on education. Interviewees revealed that this idea came out of community 

forums held prior to mine operations. A member of a local non-profit described those 

discussions by saying, “They wanted to keep our kids. It comes right back down to that 

[…] But the true answer to any community development [and] economic development is 

the youth. Education is the answer to almost every problem, every issue in the whole 

community” (Interviewee I21). This desire to retain the younger generation 

acknowledges the challenges faced by resource peripheries and rural places, including 

outmigration and urbanization that have eroded the labor force and led to an aging 

population. 

Social License to Operate 

Given the concerns of the local residents affected by Eagle Mine—namely around the 

environment and water quality but also reflecting uneasiness about incoming population 

and effects on infrastructure—it is worth highlighting data on the dynamics prior to mine 

operations. Namely, what moments stood out from the crucial period during the 

permitting phase when the community holds leverage and the mining company is looking 

for a SLO?   
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The data from Marquette suggests that that local and regional environmental 

groups used their concerns to put pressure on the mining company. A local resident who 

was part of early industry-led efforts to gauge community opinion noted that, “There was 

a lot of problems. I mean people, the environmental groups were doing sit-ins.” Another 

reflected on the permitting process and said, "I attended all of their public hearings and 

quite frankly we would take a verbal beating from the people that were opposed. If you 

stood up and said you were for this mine, and all of the things that it could bring to your 

community [you were dismissed].”  

This effort to hinder the development of the mine contrasts with other stakeholder 

groups who were much more receptive during the early stages. A local government 

official in the area summed up his constituent’s feelings by saying,  

 

Well, Michigamme [a local township] was very receptive of Rio Tinto coming in 

because of their promise of local hire […]. They were excited. And I think the 

Township Board was supportive of Rio Tinto and of the mine being developed 

(Interviewee I22).  

 

These findings reflect the desire of many constituents and local governments to 

secure high-paying jobs and a boost to the tax base. The township mentioned in the above 

quote, despite seeing few negative impacts from the project, reportedly received over one 

million dollars from the severance tax under Michigan law.  
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Initiatives found in NRAs 

In Marquette, multiple stakeholder groups including local residents, local and regional 

environmental groups, and Native communities coalesced around the importance of water 

quality in the region. This resulted in the creation of a widespread, comprehensive 

monitoring program that focused mainly on water (but also included air quality and other 

flora and fauna monitoring) quality and that one interviewee described as, 

“unprecedented in the global mining community.” This program was negotiated between 

the mining company and two local groups: a non-profit conservation-oriented 

organization and the community foundation. The final NRA is bound by a legal contract 

between the three parties subject to renegotiation on a three-year basis. Interview data 

also suggests that, beyond avoiding a potential lawsuit and appeasing concerned local 

stakeholders, robust environmental monitoring is a priority of another stakeholder 

group—investors. Another member of a group involved in the water quality program 

noted that, “I think that was very attractive to a lot [of companies]. They had five 

different buyers coming here very seriously looking at it and that was one of the, from 

what [the mining company] told us, that was one of the big selling points was that 

program.” Given that two well-organized and high-capacity stakeholder groups were 

supportive of environmental, specifically water, monitoring, it should be no surprise that 

Eagle Mine agreed to such a comprehensive program on which the company spends 

$300,000 per year (Lundin Mining, 2017b).  

Another significant NRA between Eagle Mine and the local community includes 

a partnership between local high schools and Northern Michigan University, located in 

the city of Marquette. Notably, this ‘Middle College’ program was inspired by two local 
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community members who saw the Eagle Mine as the perfect source of needed capital. In 

the words of one of those behind the idea, “Well, when Eagle came to town they said, 

‘hey, we are going to establish this $6 million community foundation’ and I was like, 

‘boom, there's our money.’ So, [he] basically got me in the front door and said, ‘I think 

you should listen this guy’ and together we kind of closed the deal” (Interviewee I18).  

Other NRAs in the Marquette area (see Table 2) include a small business 

development initiative, AccelerateUP, and a program providing micro-loans to high risk 

clients. Interestingly, a report by Lundin Mining, the parent company of Eagle Mine, 

states that the objective of AccelerateUP is to “create jobs outside of the mining industry 

in an effort to alleviate the ‘boom and bust’ cycle typically associated with mining” 

(Lundin Mining, 2017b, pg. 20-12). This example may provide evidence that 

international mining companies bring the experience and foresight to establish initiatives 

that set-up communities for long-term success, even when mining communities are 

unable or unwilling to push for those benefits. 

Long-term economic considerations 

Existing NRAs tied to Eagle Mine reflect an effort to secure long-term economic benefits 

from the project. For example, the educational program shows that, in a region 

traditionally dominated by extractive industries, local residents were cognizant of the 

benefits of an educated workforce. Respondents also were careful to credit Eagle Mine’s 

desire to leave positive lasting impacts as another driver of the Middle College and 

AccelerateUP. One interview familiar with the programs stated that, 
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Again, the big idea was they wanted to leave a legacy. Between AccelerateUP and 

building that entrepreneurial base and providing this opportunity to young people 

[by] filling the jobs that were needed to sustain our economy and eventually grow 

our economy, that’s what they wanted to leave. That’s what they felt could be 

their best long-term impact locally (Interviewee I18). 

 

While these programs address long-term priorities and investment in the 

community, further examination shows that these efforts are not designed to outlive the 

life of the mine. In the case of both AccelerateUP and the Middle College, interviewees 

noted that the endowment from Eagle Mine was not enough to sustain the program 

beyond the mine and future funding was uncertain. This reflects a classic risk identified 

in the ‘addictive economies’ literature—over dependence on a single industry. Interview 

data supports this assertion with statements on the long-term future of the mining 

operation and the ability of the local communities to transition. For example, one 

participant suggested that,  

 

I think people are just hopeful that there will be another ore body found and it will 

extend the life […] even if this mine were to close, there are other mining projects 

that are opening in the Upper Peninsula. People wouldn’t have to move that far. 

They could remain in the Upper Peninsula [but] they might have to move to a 

different community and in some cases they could probably commute. There’s an 
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almost unlimited, right now, opportunity for additional mining and additional jobs 

in the UP. So, I think everyone is hopeful of that (Interviewee I18).  

 

Stillwater and Sweet Grass County 

Concerns and Priorities 

Similar to the Marquette area, many residents affected by the Stillwater and East Boulder 

mines were concerned about the risks to the local environment and were distrustful of 

industry operators. A member of a local environmental organization recalled that, 

 
Certainly, water was the issue that we focused our attention around because […] 

we were concerned about the tourism and fishing economy that this county has 

[…] but also watching how the eastern mining companies moved out here with 

gold mining and how they weren’t very reputable and they weren’t really honest 

with how they dealt with landowners in terms of negotiations (Interviewee I19). 

 
The environmental concerns did not stop at water, with interview data reflecting 

the desire to protect other aspects of the landscape. Another member of an environmental 

group noted, “it was representing the community through issues about water, about large 

scale development, the impacts of the development on the community, the scenery, the 

features of what we have here: the mountains, the fishing, hiking, and all those things that 

we moved out here for” (Interviewee I23).  
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It is important to note here that interview data suggests that these concerns were 

shared by residents as well as members of environmental organizations. A member of one 

of these organizations emphasized this by stating, “It was widespread. I remember getting 

a call into that process from a very conservative, 80-year-old rancher up there who I 

didn’t really think would support us. I got a call one Sunday morning from him saying, 

‘what the hell is going on out here? You mean they are going to pollute this river?” 

(Interviewee I19).  

In contrast to the primarily environmental concerns in Marquette, much of the 

data from the Stillwater-Sweet Grass area suggests widespread worry around a host of 

development impacts. One respondent noted concerns from both residents and local 

government saying,  

 
the rural residents were really pretty concerned about how the mine was going to 

affect traffic, water quality, dust, subdivisions and also the units of local 

government, the city and county, were concerned about the influences on the jails, 

the schools, the water system [in the city and] the pressures for residential 

construction (Interviewee I10). 

 
Concerns about the negative impacts of development, while voiced by multiple 

stakeholder groups, were not necessarily homogenous throughout the community. A 

segment of the population saw the Stillwater Mine as a positive for the area. One member 

of an environmental group reflects that, “a lot of local citizens saw the mine as an 

economic boost, increasing the tax base and jobs and housing and benefits galore for the 
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community. They just thought, ‘this is going to be the Golden Goose forever and ever’” 

(Interviewee I10). Another interviewee characterized the differing opinions on mine-

related impacts by stating, “Well, I think there is a part of the community that says, 

‘Business wants to move in here, let's clear everything away and let them come’” 

(Interviewee I1).  Much like Marquette, these reflections reinforce that the impacts of 

incoming mines are often perceived very differently by different stakeholder networks in 

the local area. 

Social License to Operate 

Much like Marquette, data from interviews in the Stillwater-Sweet Grass area suggests 

that environmental groups were able to use leverage during the permitting process to put 

pressure on the developer. In fact, the origins of the Good Neighbor Agreement, an NRA 

between the mining company and three conservation groups, stem from an attempt to halt 

the Stillwater Mine from going forward. One interviewee who was involved in that 

dispute characterizes that period by noting, “The company knew that we were serious, 

they knew that we had money, and they knew that we would sue them. We had an 

enormous amount of leverage” (Interviewee I10). Note that this particular stakeholder 

group was well aware of their advantages—the organizational capacity and resources to 

truly challenge and perhaps stop the impending development. Another early negotiator 

with the mining company said,  

 
You will never again […] have a leverage moment where they're looking at a 

permit to operate. They have people out there in their management team telling 
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them they have revenue goals to meet. And they’re not going to be able to operate 

in about two months. And so, the whole plan for the year is really in jeopardy. So, 

that seemed to us to be the moment that we were going to essentially oppose the 

permit and we had a perfectly good case to do that (Interviewee I7). 

 

Initiatives found in NRAs 

As noted, community concerns and priorities around the Stillwater and East Boulder 

mines resulted in three area environmental groups successfully negotiating the GNA with 

the Stillwater Mining Company. This agreement includes initiatives on both 

environmental protections—including water monitoring and involvement in bonding 

calculations and tailings impoundment planning—as well as social impacts like traffic 

limits and employee housing stipulations (see Table 2). Or, as one interviewee notes, 

“One of the community things identified was, nah, you don’t want a bunch of man 

camps” (I7).  

The Good Neighbor Agreement broadly addressed the concerns of multiple 

stakeholder groups in the area as reported in interviews. It includes a traffic program that 

limits the number of vehicles allowed in the parking lot of each facility and stipulates that 

mine employees must carpool as much as possible. The agreement also restricts 

employee housing outside of local municipalities in order to avoid the aforementioned 

‘man camps.’   

Even when NRAs do appear to address a majority of local concerns, conflict 

between different stakeholder groups can still occur. In the case of the GNA, one 
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respondent noted that, “We do get occasional feedback of some sorts from people who 

think that the GNA has reduced business. […] So, it was at one time they might have 

called it the ‘No Neighbor Agreement” (Interviewee I1). This data point suggests that 

NRAs themselves may cause unforeseen impacts that alienate local groups. 

 

Long-term economic considerations 

The GNA does not contain direct initiatives focused on long-term priorities related to 

community development. To the extent that a longer-term view was taken, the data 

suggests that respondents the focus on impact mitigation was considered to be in the best 

interest of the broader community. For example, one interviewee framed the early 

concerns around the Stillwater Mine from an economic perspective, saying that, “We 

were concerned about the tourism and fishing economy that this county has. It has some 

of the most renowned trout fisheries in the country, so people come here for that” 

(Interviewee I19).  

Today, community development initiatives are addressed by Sibanye-Stillwater’s 

‘Community Giving Team’ which was created in 2018 and focuses on “rural emergency 

and health care services, education (especially science, technology, engineering and 

mathematics), local community improvement activities and environmental stewardship” 

(Sibanye-Stillwater, 2020b, pg. 200). A community representative describes the Giving 

Team as their “charitable support-arm” and states that, “besides the Good Neighbor 

Agreement, that’s probably our second concerted stakeholder effort” (Interviewee I20). 
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The success of this effort is up for debate. One respondent, a member of group involved 

with the GNA said that,  

 
I would like to see more, and I think there’s an opportunity there, is to do a 

lot more philanthropic activities […] these communities are really pretty 

small and hurting, if you go drive through Absarokee [a local settlement], 

half the buildings are shuttered. I would think that it should be incumbent 

on the mine to get more involved with these local communities and make 

sure that they are more vibrant than they are (Interviewee I3).   

 
The lack of early attention to actual developmental goals, as well as the informal 

nature of community development initiatives led by the mine, casts doubt on the question 

of whether communities are prepared to leverage mining projects to achieve economic 

progress.  

Meagher County 

Concerns and Priorities 

In Meagher County, an NRA with Sandfire is in development at the time of writing. As 

part of this process, community concerns and priorities around the Black Butte Copper 

Project have been solicitated by the Meagher County Stewardship Council. To capture 

this feedback, the Council conducted multiple outreach efforts including community 

focus groups and a community-wide meeting in which residents from other mining 

communities (including Marquette) shared insights about their experiences hosting 

similar mines during. The focus groups focused on six areas: culture, economic 
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development, education, environment, health and safety, and transportation and 

infrastructure. A review of the main findings from these events, as well as ideas discussed 

at Council meetings, is below. 

 
Culture. At the focus group meeting, locals expressed some worry about incoming 

population and effects on local culture and lifestyle. To combat this, focus group 

participants suggested developing a ‘newcomer education course’ designed to educate 

those moving to the area on the local history and way of life. The newcomer education 

has been identified as a priority during multiple Stewardship Council meetings as well, 

with Council members reflecting their desire to maintain the ‘feel’ of the community. 

Council members and other locals have also shown a distinct pride in the history and 

economic activities in the area.  

 
Economic Development. Many residents of White Sulphur Springs are highly optimistic 

about the economic development opportunities associated with the BBCP. This was 

evident at the focus group, as well as Council events. Participants of the economic 

development focus group mentioned a desire to diversify the local economy and support 

small businesses. When asked about potential negative impacts, respondents mentioned 

rising housing prices and competition for labor (from Sandfire) as primary concerns. At a 

town hall event held by the Council, the worry around labor and wage competition was 

raised again, with a reflection from a local businessowner that employees were already in 

short supply.  
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Education. Regarding education, focus group attendees raised concerns regarding 

an ongoing issue in the community—teacher retention. Priorities in this area 

included keeping housing costs down, as well as exploring opportunities to support 

teachers through incentive or bonus-based compensation programs. Throughout 

additional interactions between the community and the Stewardship Council, many 

residents have expressed the desire to find avenues to encourage the younger 

generation to stay, or return after college, to the area. The mine is seen as a possible 

opportunity to bring some former residents back to the area. 

 

Environment. Environmental concerns, and specifically water quality concerns, 

have been attached to the Black Butte Copper Project throughout the permitting 

process. Similar to the other case studies discussed here, regional environmental 

groups have voiced their opposition to the project from the beginning. Meagher 

County is home to a wilderness stretch of a freshwater river that has a devoted 

following among anglers and recreationists from around the state and nation, so the 

mine has attracted particularly vocal and well-organized environmental resistance. 

A coalition of these groups has subsequently filed a lawsuit against project. Council 

members and the local community have, to an extent, shared these concerns but not 

at the expense of support for the project: they have sought to balance costs and 

benefits through agreements with the mining company that go above state 

regulations. For example, the Council negotiated a Memorandum of Agreement 

with Sandfire that bans open pit mining in six area townships, including the 
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location of the proposed mine. In the environmental focus group meeting, 

suggestions to mitigate water quality concerns included a water monitoring 

program and an invasive species prevention program to prevent a population 

increase from exacerbating the problem. Participants also expressed a desire to 

develop a riparian restoration/stream health program in the area.  

 
Health and Safety. Health and safety concerns related to the development of the BBCP 

have keyed on the impacts to local services. Specifically, residents at the focus group 

were worried about higher demand on the local food bank, emergency medical services, 

and law enforcement services. Reflecting the depressed nature of local infrastructure, 

respondents keyed in on the deficiencies of the local jail and the need to replace the 

facility.  

 
Infrastructure and Transportation. Contrary to the concerns seen in other mining 

communities, the data from Meagher County does not express significant emphasis 

around traffic impacts. At the focus group meeting, infrastructure was cited as a much 

more urgent priority—especially housing. While the Hard-Rock Mining Impact Act in 

Montana covers fiscal impacts to local governmental units, it does not address secondary 

impacts. The discussions of the Council have frequently returned to the dismal condition 

of the local housing stock and the fear that an increased population would exacerbate that 

problem. Priorities raised include improving dilapidated and vacant houses and lots. 

Residents have also expressed concern regarding an incoming workforce and negative 

effects associated with temporary employee housing.  
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Social License to Operate 

Observations from experiences with the Stewardship Council and interactions with 

residents of White Sulphur reflect general local acceptance of the BBCP. The Council has 

developed a collaborative, not adversarial, relationship with Sandfire. This relationship is 

based primarily on trust. On multiple occasions, Council members have expressed their 

faith in the leadership of the company, which includes two prominent and longstanding 

local residents. Public comments throughout the permitting process, including those made 

at the Council-sponsored town hall and public hearings hosted by state agencies, have 

shown a receptiveness to the project. At the same time, the Stewardship Council has also 

made it a priority to leverage their acceptance in return for financial support from the 

company. In addition, the Council has decided to develop and negotiate an NRA directly 

with Sandfire.  

 

Initiatives found in NRAs 

While not formally signed and agreed upon, the MCSC is in the process of developing an 

NRA with Sandfire. Early proposals for initiatives and programs are focused on the 

concerns and priorities identified earlier. Specifically, the agreement is aiming to include 

water monitoring, support for local services, and agreements to mitigate issues associated 

with employee housing (see Table 2). 
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Long-term economic considerations 

In addition to the impact mitigations found in the draft NRA, the Stewardship Council is 

also concerned with securing enduring economic benefits from the BBCP. To that end, 

the Council is considering a request to endow a community benefits fund. The 

endowment would be provided by Sandfire, with the hope that additional revenue sources 

could be identified in the future. The goal of this fund would be to establish a permanent 

community savings mechanism aimed at promoting community development long 

beyond the life of the BBCP. 

 

Discussion 

 
The results from this research build on the literature on the experience of rural 

communities that host large-scale mining projects. Additionally, our findings shed light 

on the role of NRAs in the cost/benefit equation facing resource peripheries, as well as 

the ability for these agreements to advance long-term economic development. 

Firstly, we show that community concerns and priorities are contested spaces with 

multiple stakeholder groups involved.  Outside of environmental groups, many 

stakeholders in rural communities are mainly focused on the short-term benefits provided 

by a project. The need for a boost to the local tax base and high-paying jobs often 

comprises the ‘wish-list’ of these groups. This focus on securing the ‘Golden Goose’ may 

complicate the need to negotiate for fiscal and social impact mitigation. Ideally, 

communities would assess the regulatory gaps in the regulatory and institutional 

frameworks around hard-rock mining and incorporate formal initiatives into NRAs to 
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cover those gaps. However, the data presented here suggests that communities may be 

unwilling or unable to assess and address regulatory limitations—as shown by the lack of 

discussion of socioeconomic impacts tied to the Eagle Mine in Marquette County and the 

absence of long-term community development programs in the GNA in Stillwater and 

Sweet Grass counties.  

Secondly, negotiations with mining companies are further complicated by capacity 

issues, as well as the reality that the most influential stakeholder groups are often 

environmental organizations with significant legal, policy, and economic expertise. These 

groups often hold leverage during the crucial stages of the permitting process, when the 

social license to operate has not been granted. They exercise this leverage via the threat 

of litigation, which results in their priorities (and a large share of a limited resource pool) 

ending up in formal agreements. While these groups often include locals, their ability to 

represent the broader community is in question.  

Taken together, these findings help explain why certain priorities, specifically long-

term community development concerns, are not always formalized in NRAs. When they 

are present, evidence suggests that this results from community priorities pushed by key 

actors or developed from community outreach efforts—like the emphasis on education 

and the resulting Middle College program in Marquette. In the absence of these ground-

up efforts, communities risk long-term initiatives being either left out of formal 

agreements or designed by international mining companies. In addition, some evidence 

suggests that development initiatives are often limited and heavily front-loaded, leaving 

their long-term sustainability in doubt. As resource peripheries, rural communities are 
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often historically reliant on the extractive industries. This reliance may lead to 

expectations of future mining developments and potentially lessens the urgency to 

negotiate for lasting benefits. Importantly, our evidence does not suggest that the 

institutional and regulatory environment might limit rural communities’ ability to secure 

enduring benefits. In Montana, impact mitigation legislation is robust, but the GNA goes 

above and beyond these requirements. Furthermore, in Meagher County, a Stewardship 

Council is negotiating for a permanent savings fund despite legislation requiring long-

term savings at the county level. These findings suggest that pressure to secure a social 

license to operate exists even in strong regulatory environments. This pressure creates 

unique opportunities that communities can and should exploit to capitalize on natural 

resource developments. 

 

Conclusion 

 
This work contributes to the literature on rural places and natural resource development, 

while also building on the scarce literature around NRAs and their role in the context of 

rural mining communities in high-income countries. These contributions have important 

implications for academics, rural communities hosting large-scale industrial projects, and 

policy makers whose decisions affect those communities. Future research with regard to 

NRAs and mining communities is needed to explore multiple areas that this study could 

not, including the role of and impact to tribal communities on which many of these mines 

are developed, the characteristics of the relationship between communities and mining 
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companies and how that shapes NRAs, and the successes and failures of NRAs in 

achieving stated long-term development goals.  

 The insights from stakeholders in these three case studies also reflects the need 

for policy makers to support rural communities in the process of negotiating for and 

securing long-term benefits from natural resource development. Rural communities often 

hold a distrust of incoming international mining companies. This can actually serve to 

their advantage, helping them leverage the social license to operate moment when they 

can negotiate NRAs and secure real commitments from developers. When regulatory 

support is inadequate or absent, this moment may be lost or spent focused on impact 

mitigation at the expense of long-term planning and development. Especially in the 

context of short-term industrial projects, the lack of attention to lasting economic goals 

heightens the risk that natural resource development does not result in positive long-term 

outcomes for local communities. While the exact policy prescriptions vary by context, 

this study indicates that the regulatory framework should include protection from short 

and long-term socioeconomic impacts and vehicles and instruments to promote the 

capture of lasting economic benefits, including support for planning and transition after 

projects have completed. 
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SUPPORTING THE MEAGHER COUNTY STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL 

 

Introduction 

 This chapter provides history and context on the collaboration between the 

Resources and Communities Research Group (RCRG), One Montana, and the Meagher 

County Stewardship Council (MCSC).  

Origins and Purpose of the MCSC 

The Meagher County Stewardship Council was developed as an initiative of One 

Montana, a non-profit in Bozeman, Montana, and Sandfire Resources America, a mining 

company based out of White Sulphur Springs, Montana. The goal of this initiative was to 

establish an independent, third-party group that would be tasked with providing oversight 

on behalf of the residents of White Sulphur Springs and Meagher County related to the 

development of the Black Butte Copper Project. The MCSC’s mission statement reflects 

a desire to champion the long-term economic, social, and environmental interests of city 

and county residents. To do so, they planned to work directly with the mine on programs 

designed to benefit these interests.  

Role of RCRG 

 In early 2018, RCRG was approached by One Montana and presented an 

opportunity to collaborate and support the newly formed Council. It was agreed at that 

time that RCRG would provide an assortment of technical services, reports, and general 
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consultation specifically related to the prospect of capitalizing on the upcoming copper 

mine.   

Process and Workplan 

 To facilitate the collaboration between One Montana, RCRG, and the MCSC, an 

early framework regarding a process and workplan was established. First, RCRG director 

Dr. Julia Haggerty and graduate student Jackson Rose would attend early MCSC 

meetings to become acquainted with the stakeholders involved. Dr. Haggerty and Jackson 

Rose would then provide periodic presentations and deliverables designed to help the 

Council consider the potential costs and benefits of hosting the BBCP. Early on in this 

process, the RCRG team suggested creating a ‘community benefits agreement’, or a legal 

contract between the Council and Sandfire, that would serve as an instrument to achieve 

many of the goals of the Council related to the BBCP. From this point forward, RCRG 

was mainly focused on the development of this agreement in collaboration with the 

Council.  

Overview of Materials 

 This chapter includes a description of key documents and deliverables prepared 

by RCRG at the request of the Council, as well as a section discussing insights and 

lessons learned throughout this process. 

Products 

 Over the last two years, RCRG has delivered a number of reports and 

presentations to the MCSC. The key deliverables are documented below. 
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Community Benefit Agreements and Funds. In August 2018, RCRG completed a 

report titled: Community Benefit Agreements and Funds: A Summary of Key Literature 

and Case Studies (see Appendix A). This report was completed with the intention of 

informing the Council on the literature and noted examples of the use of non-regulatory 

agreements tied to industrial developments worldwide. The report included: the history 

and use, goals and benefits, risks and challenges, and outcomes of non-regulatory 

agreements. 

 
Focus Group Report. In March 2020, RCRG completed a report titled: Focus Group 

Report (see Appendix B). This report documented the process and findings of a 

community outreach effort during the development of a community benefits agreement. 

The goal of the Council was to use the focus group data collection process to ensure that 

the final community benefits agreement represented widespread community concerns and 

priorities. 

 
Fiscal Impacts of the BBCP. In January 2020, Jackson Rose delivered a 

presentation on the fiscal impacts and associated revenue streams tied to the BBCP. This 

presentation was designed to inform Council members about direct revenue sources that 

flow from the project, including payments required by the Hard-Rock Mining Impact 

Act, and taxes paid under the Montana Metal Mines License Tax and Gross Proceeds 

Tax.  
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Community Benefit Agreements and Funds. As of the time of writing, Jackson 

Rose is working with the Council to develop a Community Benefits Agreement that will 

be negotiated between the Council and Sandfire Resources America. 

Lessons Learned 

 Two years of working closely with the MCSC has imparted several important 

lessons and takeaways regarding rural mining communities. All of these lessons can be 

summed up in one word—trust. For example, there exists a disconnect between the two 

primary stakeholder groups affected by this development: conservationists and the 

‘locals’ or the Council members representing the residents of White Sulphur Springs and 

Meagher County. This disconnect is fuelled by a distrust of the other group, which makes 

collaboration around potential issues difficult, if not impossible. This lack of 

collaboration would seem counterintuitive: both groups share similar concerns. The 

conservation groups are focused on protecting the local environment, in this case the 

Smith River. Research (Haggerty et al., 2018a) has shown that protecting natural assets 

may position communities to successfully transition to a post-mining future. 

Environmental degradation on the other hand, hurts the outcomes for both parties. 

Furthermore, the inability to form a coalition with specific concerns and requests (of the 

developer), limits the leverage of both groups. This is most apparent during the 

permitting phase, when, as this research has shown, leverage for stakeholder groups is at 

a maximum.  

Another example of the importance of trust in these communities is reflected in 

the leadership of the mine. Currently, Sandfire has two long-time locals in key 
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management positions. This has enabled the development of a healthy working 

relationship between the Stewardship Council and the company. On many occasions, 

Council members have remarked that their trust in the company is founded on their 

comfort level with these two executives. When concerns about the mining operations 

have arisen, they are often focused on the possibility that the local leadership presence 

will someday be replaced by outsiders. Lastly, the value of trust was apparent in my work 

and interactions with the Council. Growing up in the state, only two hours away from 

White Sulphur Springs, almost immediately granted me a level of access that was 

unlikely to be given to a newcomer from a less familiar background. That rural credibility 

helped me further my desire to help the group play a watchdog role and hold the mine 

accountable for the impacts of the mining project.  
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CONCLUSION 

Summary 

Using three rural peripheries in the United States, this thesis offers novel insights 

and data that contribute to the literature on rural communities, natural resource 

development, and the role of NRAs in the context of short-duration, high-impact 

underground mines. From the literature, we know that new mines bring an immediate 

economic boost—jobs, taxes, and secondary economic benefits—to local communities. 

Long-term benefits from mining are far less certain. To explore this dilemma, the 

research asked two main questions: 1) What concerns and priorities are reflected in 

NRAs between host communities and SDHI mines? 2) To what extent have local 

stakeholders sought to capitalize on SDHI mines by negotiating for long-term economic 

benefits—why or why not? Data collection was conducted in three case studies: 

Marquette County, Michigan, Meagher County, Montana, and Stillwater County and 

Sweet Grass County, Montana. All three of these locations share the distinction of 

hosting, or facing the possibility of hosting, underground mining operations characterized 

by a relatively short planned life of operations and an outsized impact on the local 

economies.  The research approach in Marquette County as well as Stillwater County and 

Sweet Grass County relied on semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders and 

policy analysis. These were complemented by participant observation facilitated by 

hands-on experience with the Meagher County Stewardship Council in Meagher County.   
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Findings from this effort reveal a great deal about the cost/benefit equation facing 

rural communities that host mining projects. First, concerns and priorities are not 

homogeneous across communities. Different stakeholder groups bring different sets of 

ideas around impact mitigation and long-term development. The conflict between these 

agendas is most costly during the permitting phase, when mining companies are highly 

cognizant of the need to obtain a social license to operate. Secondly, non-regulatory 

agreements offer an emerging tool for communities to negotiate directly with mining 

companies to address short and long-term impacts of mining projects. Evidence suggests 

that agreements are most effective if they take the regulatory and institutional context 

into consideration—but this is not always the case. Ideally, the regulations around hard-

rock mines will free communities from the need to deal with short-term environmental 

and socioeconomic impacts of mining. This can open the possibility for communities to 

focus on long-term economic priorities that successfully capitalize on short-term mining 

developments. 

Limitations 

This research was designed and executed to study the role of NRAs in the context 

of rural communities hosting large-scale underground mining projects. Originally, a 

fourth case study site was selected: Lincoln County, Montana. Lincoln County has a long 

history as a resource periphery and met the selection criteria having previously hosted an 

underground copper-silver mine. An initial field visit was completed in March 2020. 

Efforts to continue data collection in the Lincoln area were complicated by COVID-19, 

with all research related travel suspended in April 2020. Due to the limited number of 
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interviews conducted, Dr. Julia Haggerty and I decided to remove Lincoln County from 

this project.  

Discussion 

Back to the question posed by that town hall in White Sulphur Springs: can natural 

resource development create sustainable rural community development? The answer, as 

geographers often find, is that a lot depends on place-specific context. The findings 

demonstrated here provide evidence for both sides of this scholarly debate.  

On the positive side, the existing literature and findings from this research 

suggests that, in high-income countries, short-duration, high-impact mining projects 

provide a variety of short-term benefits. Among them: high-wage jobs, a boost to the 

local tax base, and positive economic spill over effects. For many rural places, the 

incoming capital and capacity serves as an opportunity to improve their community by 

diversifying and supporting the local economy. However, we also know that with the 

positive comes negative short-term impacts. Those include environmental degradation, 

stress on local services and infrastructure, and potential conflict with incoming 

populations. It is these impacts, and how they are governed under legislation, that 

influence the ultimate impact to local communities. 

The immediate impacts of mining developments are a balancing act, but what 

does that mean for the longer-term outcomes? And what tools do communities have at 

their disposal to secure those outcomes? Again, we know that the existing regulatory 

framework plays a key role. Depending on the context, as in Montana for example, 

mining communities are set up to weather the short-term impacts and are given tools to 
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mitigate the impacts of closure. In other cases, as in Michigan, communities are left 

relatively exposed to both immediate and lasting impacts, with support from higher levels 

of government limited to severance taxes that are likely short-lived. In either case, 

communities are turning to NRAs as a novel way to complement or substitute for 

regulatory gaps. We know that negotiating these agreements comes with risks: over-

dependence, conflict around concerns and priorities, and a limited window of negotiating 

power.  If these risks can be avoided, this research suggests NRAs offer a vehicle for 

communities to avoid or mitigate immediate impacts, but also to secure lasting 

socioeconomic benefits. Insights from stakeholders in three resource peripheries reflects 

the need for policy makers to support rural communities in the process of negotiating for 

and securing long-term benefits from natural resource development. Multiple 

interviewees expressed distrust of both the mining companies and higher levels of 

government. Where this distrust exists, it hampers the ability of communities to use their 

leverage, most prominent during permitting, to position themselves for long-term gain 

from these projects. While the exact policy prescriptions vary by context, this study 

indicates that the regulatory framework should include protection from short and long-

term socioeconomic impacts and vehicles and instruments to promote the capture of 

lasting economic benefits, including support for planning and transition after projects 

have completed. 

Future research with regard to NRAs and mining communities is needed to 

explore multiple areas that this study could not, including the role of and impact to tribal 

communities on which many of these mines are developed, the characteristics of the 
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relationship between communities and mining companies and how that shapes NRAs, 

and the successes and failures of NRAs after mining operations have completed. 
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This report explores the mechanics and outcomes of community benefits agreements 
(CBAs) and community benefit funds (CBFs) in the context of major industrial projects 
(such as mines) located in rural communities. The purpose of this report is to inform 
community decision makers and other stakeholders responding to proposals for major 
industrial projects about some of the challenges they face and options for negotiating 
those challenges. The Resources and Communities Research Group received support 
from One Montana to prepare this report as part of One Montana’s efforts to support 
residents of Meagher County, Montana in engaging with the proposed Black Butte 
Copper Project (BBCP).  
 
Outcomes of negotiations between host communities and project developers, CBAs and 
CBFs often function outside of the existing regulatory framework and money and 
investments in CBAs and CBFs are separate from the government revenue associated 
with state and local taxes. Widely used in developing country contexts and in urban 
settings, CBAs and CBFs also have potential benefits for remote communities that host 
extractive industries. The purpose of this report is to distill knowledge from practice and 
research generated in the international and urban contexts into a useful summary for 
communities anticipating new extractive industry projects.   
 
Why consider a community benefit agreement and fund? 
Community benefit agreements and funds are important because many communities that 
host mines and other extractive industrial development struggle to capitalize on these 
projects in the long-term.  
 
Industrial developments usually create both positive and negative short-term impacts. In 
the best cases, affected communities and individuals secure a balance between these 
impacts (Haggerty, et al. 2019). Impact mitigation is typically the focus of the local 
distribution of taxes from extractive projects—e.g., using tax revenue to provide local 
government services and maintain basic infrastructure necessary to the community and 
project development such as schools, roads, and bridges.  Local governments often 
struggle to mitigate impacts due to the timing and amount of tax revenue; this is 
especially the case with complex industries such as oil and gas development. Major 
facility siting legislation can help identify and provide mitigation for the impact of large 
industrial projects. Montana legislation passed in 1981 directly addresses the issue of 
impact mitigation in mining host communities. The Hard Rock Mining Act provides a 
process to identify the short-term increased burden on local infrastructure and services 
and requires developers to set aside funding up front to cover those impacts. 
 
Securing long-term local benefits of extractive industries is a far riskier proposition, as 
local communities often bear a far greater share of post-development costs than does 
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industry. Such costs include out-migration, environmental contamination and an ‘over-
adaptation’ of labor force and infrastructure that constrain future economic development 
opportunities. For these reasons, communities anticipating industrial projects need to 
think about mitigating impacts (managing the short-term cost-benefit equation) and about 
long-term economic and social development and wealth retention.  
 
This is where CBAs and CBFs come in. CBA/CBFs may address impact mitigation but 
can (and should) focus on a holistic view of the project development cycle and the long-
term legacy of industrial projects.  CBAs and CBFs have the specific purpose of 
providing a direct mechanism to ensure the flow of benefits from capital-intensive 
projects to host communities.  Many of these host communities are remote, rural 
locations, where local actors typically have far fewer resources than do pro-development 
actors (Heisler and Markey, 2014; Kemp, 2010; Mackenzie, 2013).  In response to this 
power discrepancy, CBAs and CBFs—if implemented properly—offer an avenue for 
communities to have their voice heard and to take ownership in their collective future 
while also providing a tool to hold industry accountable (Gross, LeRoy, and Janis-
Aparicio, 2005).  
 
 
 
The history and current uses of Community Benefit Agreements & Funds 
The term community benefits originated in healthcare policy. Since the 1950s, U.S. non-
profit hospitals in the U.S. have had to document the provision of community benefits to 
qualify for tax-exempt status (National Health Care for the Homeless Council, 2016.) In 
the 1990s, land use conflicts sparked by extensive urban redevelopment led to the growth 
of a Community Benefits Agreement movement in the United States.  This growth was 
driven by a desire from communities to see real benefits from development projects 
beyond just job creation. CBAs are now a common land use planning tool in urban 
development, with dozens in use in cities across the country to address impacts from 
mega-projects (typically stadiums) to redevelopments of urban military bases (Gross, 
LeRoy, and Janis-Aparicio, 2005). 
 
A Community Benefits Agreement (CBAs) is a: “project-specific agreement between a 
developer and a broad community coalition that details the project’s contributions to the 
community and ensures community support for the project. Addressing a range of 
community issues, properly structured CBAs are legally binding and directly enforceable 
by the signatories.” CBAs are typically private contracts between a prospective developer 
and community representatives (Salkin and Lavine, 2008) but have also led to 
agreements between local governments and developers and broader policy change at the 
local or state level (Partnership for Working Families, 2015).   
 
CBAs focus on securing various benefits for local communities from new land or 
industrial development projects.  While the specifics of CBAs vary by location, their 
purpose is to explicate and address opportunities to mitigate local impacts and enhance 
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local benefits. For example, CBAs often include "living-wage provisions, 'first-source' 
(local) hiring plans, guarantees that developments will include low-income housing, and 
assurances of minority hiring minimums" (Salkin and Lavine, 2008 pg. 19).  Other 
stipulations of CBAs may include investment by project developers in assets that 
facilitate development and developing critical infrastructure such as transportation, 
recreational facilities, tourism and visitor centers, educational facilities, daycare, health 
services, housing, and emergency services (Ryser, 2016).   
 
A Community Benefits Fund (CBF) is a standard component of a benefits agreement. A 
CBF holds and distributes funds contributed by the project developer. Third-party entities 
often act as the fund’s fiscal agent. In the case of urban CBAs, CBFs expenditures may 
be limited to specific programs and services stipulated in the CBA.  However, it is 
possible to negotiate a CBF that can be adapted to emerging community development 
priorities through discretionary distribution programs (e.g., grants or low-interest loans). 
There are examples of developer funded CBFs with a broad philanthropic and community 
development mission in both the more developed and lesser developed countries.  In the 
United States, one such example is the New Yankees Stadium Community Benefits Fund 
which provides grants to various non-profits that work in Bronx County.  The fund 
focuses on projects that promote economic equality, including housing assistance and 
training and services for unemployed citizens of the county (Cardinal McCloskey 
Community Services, 2016). 
 
In the case of extractive industry developments in rural and remote areas, CBAs go by 
several common names including community development agreements (CDAs), "Impact 
Benefit Agreements" (IBAs), and "Indigenous Land Use Agreements" (ILUA), among 
others.  CBAs in this space have only really gained traction in the last 30 years—
primarily in developing nations around the world.  Examples include agreements about 
projects near or on indigenous lands in Australia and Canada, as well as examples around 
industrial projects in Africa, South America, and Central Asia (O'Faircheallaigh, 2012). 
The World Bank has also done extensive research around CBAs in mining communities 
worldwide.  This research is mostly focused on CBAs in developing countries, with the 
primary examples from Papua New Guinea, Peru, Mongolia, Nigeria, and South Africa 
(among others), but they also cite examples from Canada and Western Australia (Centre 
for Social Responsibility in Mining, 2011; World Bank, 2010). 
 
The appeal of CBAs for mining and other extractive projects has multiple dimensions.  
First is the increase in the number of multinational corporations pursuing projects in 
remote locales.  These places are often unfit to bear stress on what local services are 
available, and typically lack the capacity to turn capital into economic development.  
Mining companies are therefore being increasingly pressured to use CBAs to mitigate 
impacts and facilitate local capacity building so that local communities see long term 
benefits.  Additionally, CBAs can alleviate some of the social tension created by the fact 
that benefits from large-scale extractive operations typically accrue at national or regional 
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scales, while the costs and risks are more often felt at the local level (O'Faircheallaigh, 
2012; Campbell and Roberts, 2010).   
 
 
Beyond the mining industry, there are useful examples of CBAs and CBFs that have 
emerged around other industrial projects in remote areas of developed nations.  Of these, 
the majority are found tied to renewable energy projects located in or near rural 
communities.  The UK has seen a growing trend in the use of CBFs specifically in the 
case of onshore wind development (Kerr, Johnson, and Weir, 2017). For example, in 
Wales, one developer is offering a community fund in an area that hosts multiple wind 
farms, and another nearby proposal for a larger farm includes “sizable annual 
contributions to habitat management and community benefit funds” (Munday, Bristow, 
and Cowell , 2011 pg. 5).  In addition to renewable energy, a variety of other energy 
projects have also begun to incorporate CBFs.  Western Australia is another example of a 
remote area that has seen CBAs and/or CBFs emerge in connection with energy projects. 
A specific example here is the development of a Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) project 
near a small, remote town named Onslow.  This project includes a "social impact 
package" for which Chevron has committed $187 million dollars to various community 
and public infrastructure projects, including a dedicated Community Development Fund 
(McKenzie, 2013).  See Figure 1. for a few examples of CBAs and CBFs currently or 
recently in use around the world. 
 
 

Project Company Industry Location CBA CBF 
Ahafo 
Gold 
Project 

Newmont Mining Mining Ghana Newmont 
Ahafo 
Development 
Foundation 
Agreement 

Newmont Ahafo 
Development 
Fund 

Lihir Gold 
Mine 

Lihir Gold Mining Papua New 
Guinea 
 

Lihir 
Sustainable 
Development 
Plan 

Direct payments 
to local 
landowners 

Argyle 
Diamond 
Mine 

Rio Tinto Mining Australia Participation 
Agreement 

Sustainability 
Fund 

Sakhalin II Sakhalin Energy 
Investment 
Company 

Oil & Gas Sakhalin 
Island 

Sakhalin 
Indigenous 
Development 
Plan 

Sakhalin 
Indigenous 
Minorities Mini-
Grant Fund 

Weipa 
bauxite 
mine 

Rio Tinto Mining Australia Western Cape 
Communities 
Co-Existence 
Agreement 

Western Cape 
Communities 
Trust 

Figure 1.  Examples of CBAs and CBFs tied to energy projects 
 
In the case of mining projects, it is important to distinguish the use of corporate donations 
to secure SLO from what is considered best practice in the CBA/CBF literature. Cash 
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donations from extractive industries to local communities do not qualify as CBFs if they 
do not include appropriate governance. For example, in British Colombia disputes are 
ongoing over mineral development on Aboriginal (also known as First Nation) lands.  To 
ease some of these disputes, many mining companies—as part of their 'corporate social 
responsibility' (CSR) programs—are donating cash to Aboriginal communities to help 
obtain a SLO.  While it can be argued that these cash donations are a form of benefit 
sharing, the lack of transparency, accountability, and investment guidelines can 
exacerbate local political conflicts and mean that the investment does little to secure 
long-term benefits for a community.  
 
Goals & Potential Benefits of CBAs 
With the establishment of any CBA and/or CBF it is important to understand the goals of 
all parties involved.  These parties typically but not always include government, industry, 
and affected communities but this report will be limited to industry and community 
perspectives in this process.  From a company perspective, the main goal behind a CBA 
is to facilitate benefit sharing with local communities in order to obtain an SLO.  If met, 
this goal enables industry to realize many benefits associated with a successful CBA.  
These benefits include: the creation of an environment that encourages outside 
investment for potential future projects, the establishment of positive relationships with 
host communities that are built on clarity and transparency, understanding by a 
community of a project timeline and roles of both the company and the community in the 
project, and the ability to set up a project to succeed long-term.   
 
Community goals in this process are typically focused on short and long-term 
improvements to their economic outlook and quality of life, as well as mitigation and 
compensation of impacts related to the project.  Successful CBAs enable communities to 
build local capacity (often through an initial needs assessment), identify the specific 
economic benefits that a project will result in (number of jobs, increased funding for 
certain projects, etc.), and hold a developer accountable for their promises and actions 
related to an extractive development or project (IFC 2010; World Bank, 2012).  
Additionally, benefits from CBAs can include the ability for a community to take 
ownership and have a voice in determining their collective future (Aitken, 2010).   
 
Risks and Challenges of CBAs 
While the goals of communities and industry certainly overlap, there remains potential 
for conflict in the development of a CBA.  To avoid this conflict and ensure the CBA 
development process is beneficial for all parties, it is important to identify the risks and 
challenges associated with the establishment of a successful CBA or CBF?  One of the 
main challenges indicated in the literature is the capacity of some rural communities.  If 
this local capacity is limited or nonexistent, the community will struggle to gain real 
benefits—like local employment, infrastructure improvements, etc.—from an industrial 
project regardless of the specifics of a CBA.  Furthermore, creating a successful CBA 
also faces the risk of upsetting the balance between the pursuit of socio-economic 
development and the protection of cultural and bio-physical environments 
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(O’Faircheallaigh, 2013).  This is especially given that many of these remote areas may 
be struggling economically and therefore face heightened pressure to secure jobs 
associated with industrial projects.  Another challenge often facing CBAs and CBFs is 
the identification of legitimate projects to fund.  Even where local capacity is not the 
limiting factor, it can still be difficult to identify projects that an entire community views 
as positive and leaving lasting benefits (Aitken, 2010).  Communities trying to develop a 
CBA also face challenges over creating and maintain control over the direction of 
projects and initiatives of such agreements—especially when the funding for said projects 
comes from a single source.  This is further complicated by capacity issues mentioned 
previously, as well as competing interest groups around extractive projects (Munday, 
Bristow, and Cowell, 2012).   
 
Key elements community benefit agreements & funds 
Given the goals, benefits, challenges, and risks that this report has identified as 
accompanying the establishment of a CBA/CBF, it is important to recognize key 
elements—as suggested in the literature—that are vital for a success.  The World Bank 
(2012) summarizes the key elements of a successful CBA into some main takeaways: 
 

• CBA agreements should clearly describe the roles, responsibilities, and 
expected behaviors of signatories 

• …community development activities should be clearly distinguished from any 
activities which are specifically intended to avoid/mitigate the adverse impacts of 
a project.  

• Early planning (preferably before mine operation) and engagement is critical to a 
successful agreement 

• Closure planning should be built into discussions from the beginning, as should 
schedules for ongoing monitoring and evaluation, and reporting  

• Focus on the process of establishing trust between the parties 
• Stakeholder mapping can help identify "qualified communities" and potentially 

marginalized groups affected by the project 
• Involvement and participation of stakeholders in needs assessment 
• Engagement of all stakeholder groups 
• Meaningful, two-way engagement to build trust 
• Efforts to enhance local capacity  
• The criteria for the management and allocation of funds should be clearly 

established 
• Inclusion of an effective grievance mechanism that involve local 

leadership/institutions 
• A format that encourages transparency and ensures funding goes to priority 

areas 
• Monitoring programs that involve stakeholders whenever possible 
• Regular auditing and reporting (pg. 11-13) 
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These elements, among others, all need to be combined in a legal document that holds 
both parties accountable for a CBA to succeed long term.  Additionally, communities 
need to spend considerable effort deciding how to manage and allocate (as identified in 
the key elements) any associated funds (whether formally incorporated into a CBF or not) 
that may be included in a CBA.  This includes considering establishment of a foundation, 
trust, or some other financial vehicle to manage the funds.  The international 
development community—in the context of mining—has identified a model called the 
Foundations, Trusts, and Funds Model (FTFs) which can bring "particular value where 
local capacities are limited, public services are absent or weak, and there is a need to 
demonstrate continued benefit from mining after operations have closed" (Wall and 
Pelon, pg. 1).  The FTFs model calls for large endowments to establish funding in 
perpetuity for community development and long-term benefits. 
 
Outcomes of CBAs & CBFs: Lessons for Rural and Remote Communities 
Fortunately, practical advice is also available from both the CBA and CBF literatures to 
inform a useful model, beyond just thinking theoretically about key elements.  This 
model can be utilized by and for rural U.S. communities that host industrial projects.  A 
review of the literature reveals many lessons for these rural communities 
 
Many of these lessons come from CBAs and CBFs around renewable projects in 
Europe—the UK in particular.  These projects reveal the importance for the community 
to have a clear vision, or "wish list".  The creation of this vision enables the community 
to take ownership of the projects implemented within a formal or informal benefits 
agreement.  The literature provides numerous examples of instances where community 
groups made specific requests of developers in service of a greater goal for their 
community.  These types of requests vary by location, but many are centered around 
economic development.  A specific success story comes from the Altahullion wind 
project in Northern Ireland.  This wind development opened in 2003 near a small town of 
about three thousand people.  During the siting and application stage of the project, a 
local community group asked for tourist related development as a community benefit.  In 
response, the developer designated one turbine as a "tourist turbine" and built a car park, 
foot path, and informational boards for tourists.  The local city council now touts the site 
as a tourist attraction and annual school trips as well as tours are conducted at the turbine. 
Another example of community vision comes from the Burton Wold wind Farm, located 
in Burton Latimer, England.  Another small community, the residents of the area 
expressed a desire for cheaply available local power that was previously unavailable.  
The result of this request was a community fund that was given a £40,000 endowment 
(with another £10,000 contributed annually) and was earmarked for local energy 
efficiency and education projects.  The fund has seen the successful installation of local 
solar panels that supply hot water to communal areas (Centre for Sustainable Energy, 
2009).  The key takeaway for a rural community is this: have a clear vision of projects 
and ideas that are manageable for the developer and have potential to benefit the 
community.  
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Another clear lesson from the CBA literature is to avoid drawing arbitrary boundaries 
between communities surrounding a project.  This is taken from experience in Nigeria, 
where this tactic has created conflict in areas where it was not present before (World 
Bank, 2012).  The takeaway for rural communities in the U.S. would be to think carefully 
about the project's area of influence and to include any marginalized groups (as suggested 
in the key elements), such as Indigenous populations or nearby small communities, that 
may be affected by the development.  Many extractive companies strive to employ 
members of such marginalized groups, and their inclusion in the CBA process will 
increase the likelihood of a successful agreement.     
  
The literature also advocates for the inclusion of third parties such as community non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) and other groups in the process of developing and 
implementing a CBA.  These parties can often help hold both negotiating factions 
accountable, can provide local insight and knowledge, and can also play a vital role in 
participatory monitoring programs which have proven to be successful in resource 
extractive communities (World Bank, 2012).  To facilitate the inclusion of these outside 
groups, the literature suggests that CBAs contain specific provisions to enable local 
communities to reach out to independent organizations.  Examples include the 
Participation Agreement between Indigenous tribes in Western Australia and Rio Tinto 
concerning the Argyle diamond mine.  This agreement included funding for the tribes to 
seek legal counsel during negotiations (Centre for Social Responsibility in Mining, 
2011).   
 
One final lesson that both industry and community can draw on is commitment to 
communication.  Lessons from case studies in the literature suggest that the most 
effective CBAs include an arrangement where the community feels free to communicate 
any demands, questions, or suggestions to the developer at any time, and where the 
developer responds 100 percent of the time—regardless of whether the answer is what 
the community hoped for or not (World bank, 2012).  This kind of communication will 
help build and solidify the trust necessary for both sides to achieve the benefits of a 
successful CBA.   
 
In sum, communities need to heed four key lessons when developing a model for 
negotiating and implementing a CBA and/or CBF.  First, communities should have a 
clear vision—realized through participatory engagement with residents—for initiatives 
and projects to be included in a CBA.  Secondly, host communities should be conscious 
of including outside groups into the CBA process.  Thirdly, communities should 
collaborate with outside organizations that can help overcome local capacity issues.  This 
lesson also advocates for industry to help facilitate this collaboration with funding and 
other resources.  The fourth and final lesson for rural communities it to commit to clear 
and effective communication with a project developer when negotiating and 
implementing a CBA.  All of these lessons, along with the key elements of successful 
CBAs, can assist rural communities in the U.S. as they try to secure both short and long-
term benefits from extractive projects. 
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Background and Introduction 
This document serves to inform a first draft of a proposed Community Benefit 
Agreement (CBA) between Sandfire Resources America (SRA) and the Meagher County 
Stewardship Council (MCSC). As part of their mission to serve the long-term interests of 
Meagher County residents, the MCSC has engaged in a participatory community 
outreach process to develop this agreement.  The goal of a CBA is to leverage the 
development of the Black Butte Copper Project (BBCP) into lasting benefits for Meagher 
County and White Sulphur Springs, MT.  This draft will outline the methods used to 
identify local priorities, the findings from that effort, and will conclude with a summary 
and next steps in the drafting process. 
 
 
Methods 
In order to develop the ideas and content of a CBA, the MCSC has engaged in a year-
long process consisting of engagement with outside experts and resources, internal 
discussions, and participatory data collection.  
 
To begin this process, the Council convened a town hall in May 2019 where Council 
members and residents heard from their peers in rural communities that have experience 
hosting mining projects.  Residents from Meagher County and White Sulphur Springs 
were then invited to ask questions and share comments or concerns related to the 
development of the BBCP.   
 
Using the feedback received at the town hall, the MCSC held an internal workshop 
designed to brainstorm initial ideas on CBA content areas.  From this workshop, the 
Council identified priorities that they organized into six categories: 1) Health and Safety, 
2) Housing, Transportation, and Infrastructure 3) Education, 4) Economic development, 
5) Culture, and 6) Environment.    
 
Following the establishment of the categories, the Council began a participatory data 
collection phase with the intent of basing this agreement on locally identified community 
development priorities.  To facilitate receiving this feedback, the Council organized focus 
group sessions for each category.  Council sub-committees then recruited local and 
regional participants who were considered knowledgeable on the current state of the 
community and county related to the identified areas.  Priority was placed on recruiting 
community leaders and representatives from local, county, and state agencies.  The total 
number of participants for all focus groups was 36. During these focus group meetings, 
participants were asked to both give feedback on the Council’s ideas and offer 
suggestions of their own.  Discussion on potential program cost, viability, and timeline 
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followed.  Participants’ ideas and feedback were captured by a note-taker at each focus 
group.   
 
After all focus groups were completed, the notes were compiled and summarized by 
category to identify the top priorities heard from participants.  Considerations given to 
potential programs or initiatives included: alignment with the mission of the MCSC and 
CBA objectives, viability, current local, regional, or state programs with overlap, and 
cost.   
 

Findings 
 

1. Health and Safety— Main priorities: 1) Increasing number and availability of 
health and safety services, 2) securing additional funding and other resources for 
existing services 3) establishing educational courses to improve health and safety 
outcomes 
 

2. Housing, Infrastructure, and Transportation— Main priorities: 1) establishing 
recommendations around temporary housing 2) improving overall housing market 
in the community—specifically targeting affordable housing, number of available 
houses, and improving dilapidated housing 
 

3. Education—Main priorities: 1) establishing Community Partnership programs 2) 
securing resources to support teachers and local educational programs 3) securing 
resources to support additional school programs and infrastructure 

 
4. Economic Development—Main priorities: 1) developing programs to incentivize 

new small business development and population growth 2) securing resources to 
support current local business 3) developing programs to improve capacity of the 
local workforce 
 

5. Culture—Main priorities: 1) developing educational programs for newcomers  
 

6. Environment—Main priorities: 1) establishing programs designed to protect 
stream-health 2) securing resources to support noxious weed management 3) 
establishing water monitoring programs to supplement regulatory requirements 
 
 

Summary and Next Steps 
 
The goal of a CBA is to deliver long-term benefits to WSS and Meagher County beyond 
the life of the BBCP.  To that end, the MCSC has conducted a year-long effort to develop 
the community development priorities identified in this document.  This process has 
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engaged local residents through participatory data collection in order to ensure the final 
CBA reflects community and county values and objectives.   
 
From here, the MCSC will work to develop specific initiatives and programs that address 
these priorities.  These initiatives will include considerations on timeline, cost, viability, 
and potential partner organizations.  After a final draft has been developed, the Council 
will then circulate that draft to the focus group participants and local governmental units 
to gather final feedback.  Following final revisions, this document will then be negotiated 
with SRA in anticipation of signing a final agreement.  
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APPENDIX C 

EXAMPLE INTERVIEW GUIDE 
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Rural Communities, Mining Developments, CBAs Interview Guide | 

Introduction & Overview of Project 

 
Introduction: 

Hi, thank you for your time and willingness to meet with me.  

Project Overview. I am a Master’s student at Montana State University. I study resource 

geography and rural community development. I’m researching rural communities that 

host large-scale, underground mining developments. As part of this project, I am 

interested in understanding formal and informal agreements formed between 

communities, NGOs, or other 3rd party groups and mining companies. My goal is to learn 

more about these agreements including: the original motivation and intent behind the 

agreement, the key moments and milestones throughout the life of the agreement and 

impacts of the agreement on community development during and after mining operations. 

My hope is that findings from this study will increase understanding of the opportunities 

and challenges facing rural communities that host mining developments, and better 

enable them to think about securing long-term benefits from these projects. 

Before we begin, I just want to point to the LOI—this document says that this proposed 

research protocol has been reviewed and approved by the Montana State University 

Institutional Review Board (IRB). Your participation is voluntary and can be withdrawn 

at any time. These interviews are strictly confidential, and all records will be deidentified 

and password protected. Before we begin, do you have any further questions about 

participating?  

 
Ask to turn on recorder.  

 
Questions: 

Tell me about yourself. Could you describe your personal history, current 

position, how long you’ve worked in it, and the role you play in community?  

 

Tell me about the relationship between the community and mining. What was 

your initial reaction to the early mining developments?  How would you 
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characterize the mining company’s relationship with the overall community?  

How do you think that relationship changed over time?  How does mining help 

define the character of this place? 

 

Tell me about agreements negotiated with the mining company. Are you directly 

involved with any programs that include or are sponsored by the mining 

company? What were your original motivations for getting involved with those 

programs? Where did the ideas and priorities for those programs originate? What 

value does the mining company receive from those agreements? What value does 

the community receive from those agreements? How does the broader community 

perceive the agreement(s)? What have been the biggest successes and failures of 

those agreements/programs? Do you receive community feedback on the 

agreements? How does your org. or the community see these agreements 

continuing?    

 
Tell me about the role of legislation around the mining project? Do the current 

agreements complement or substitute for legislation? In your opinion, is the 

model of community benefit agreements best practice? 

 
Who should I be talking to? If I’m trying to understand the relationship between 

the rural communities and the mining company, as well as the role negotiated 

agreements are playing who should I be talking to?  
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